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Abstract 

The objective of this project is to improve productivity and efficiency for the inbound material 

handling operations in the warehouse of DC Älmhult. After three weeks pre-study in place of 

the distribution center, the authors have observed several problems existing in the current 

production, among which three types of wastes are found and analyzed by using VSM that are 

pick and drop, operator waiting time and inefficient transport.  

Two typical cases chosen from the inbound production are analyzed to reflect the current 

process and address problems. Fish-bone tool is used to identify wastes and roots. 

To eliminate or reduce the wastes, recommendations and solutions are developed by creating 

continuous flow combining with internal transport optimization. Future-state VSMs are drawn 

based on the suggested changes in line with continuous flow.  

Different productions models are simulated by elaborately developed excel sheets. A „distance 

table‟ is developed by using Microsoft Excel to help the loading or unloading leaders with the 

gate steering function so as to minimize internal transport distance. A new layout of the 

conveyor system is also suggested to lower the idle transport rate. 

 (Keywords: IKEA DC Älmhult, Warehouse, VSM, Waste, Continuous Flow, Internal 

Transport) 
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Terminology 
Words or abbreviation 

Astro:  The Warehouse Management System adopted by DC Älmhult, 

IKEA 

Consignment:  contains information about what is dispatched from one consignor 

(supplier), article, dispatched quantity and order information. One 

consignment line represents each article‟s data (Quantity, No of 

Unit Loads). There might be many Consignment Lines under one 

shipment. 

Co-worker/forklift              Alternative words for operator 

CT:  Cycle time 

DC:   Distribution Center 

EP, HP, IP:   Euro Pallet, Half Pallet, IKEA Pallet 

Full Pallet:  A standard quantity of one unit load 

HM:  Handling material, such as: wooden pallet, paper pallet and loading 

ledge  

Idle transport                       Vehicle runs with no freight loaded. 

Inbound Bay (Area):  The temporary storage area in front of the inbound gate used for 

unloading articles from LU 

LOT:  The no. of pallets processed in one cycle simultaneously   

LU:  Loading Unit, it is a load of goods, usually represented by number 

plate of a Truck, Container nr, Railroad carriage nr. and/or Swap 

body nr. 

MHA: Material Handling Area 

Outbound Bay (Area):  The temporary storage area in front of the outbound gate used for 

loading articles to LU 

Pallet:  In this document, most of the time, pallet refers to one unit load 

instead of only handling material. Substitutive words are unit, 

article or item 

Picked Pallet: The quantity is less than the standard quantity on one unit load, thus 

one or several multi-packs of the articles have to be picked. 

PLS:   Picking line system 

Shipment: A shipment contains information about destination, planned arrival 

date, booked volume and weight etc.   

SILO:  Full-automated high bay. It's designed for standard sized unit loads. 

Unit Load:  A unit load contains a number of consumer packages and/or multi-

packs kept by a handling material, most often a pallet, and intended 

for a forklift handling.  

VSM:   Value Stream Mapping 
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1  Introduction 

1.1 Background 

IKEA Distribution Center Älmhult (hereinafter referred to as “DC Älmhult”) is one of the most 

efficient distribution centers among IKEA world. It fulfills excellent Key Performance 

Indicators (KPI) such as filling rate, lead time and total productivity. However, as a member of 

the global IKEA family, DC Älmhult always faces severe competition from not only outside 

logistics companies but also other distribution centers inside IKEA. As the first and one of the 

biggest distribution centers in IKEA, DC Älmhult deals with a huge throughput with various 

articles in volumes and categories. Thus there is a big potential for improvement in the daily 

production and even moving forward a small step may result in a substantial saving. 

Mr. Mattias Johannesson is an inbound process developer in DC Älmhult, IKEA. As the title 

implies, his responsibility is to make progress with the in-bound production in the DC. As a 

motivated staff, he always has many visions of changes for a higher efficiency. Thanks to his 

interests in the academic perspectives from outsiders, the authors are invited to the project to 

provide their insights on potentials of higher productivity in the warehouse. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Due to the broad ranges of the production, it is necessary to narrow down the study scope and 

then find out a means by which the production can be described and analyzed. A Value Stream 

Mapping method is adopted to meet the need above and it is also a tool to help with gathering 

and organizing information. However, although VSM is a common analysis tool used in 

manufacturing field, some adaptations have to be made when applying it to material handling 

scenario. 

Through shop floor visits and interviews with the staffs, some observed problems were listed, 

for example: 

 Some external transporters have to wait for gate slots during  peak hours 

 Long lead time for inbound process. 

 Lack of operators during rush hours 

 Long distance travelling or idle internal transport  

To address the reasons of the problems, a thorough and structured work should be conducted 

guided by relevant theories and methodologies. VSM helps us not only understand the current 

production state but also, more importantly, find where the inefficient works are, in other 

words, it enables us to see wastes. Non-value-added activities, also called wastes, are the 

causes of inefficiency. Without an insight from lean concepts, people could not be aware of 

them or even take them as granted in production. 

Based on lean thinking, identifying and constantly reducing wastes is the way to achieve higher 

production efficiency. But how can we proceed to that? What lean methods or tools can we 

use? The current inbound material handling operations in DC Älmhult are performed, to a 

certain extent, like a batch production in a manufacturing factory. Incoming units go through 

processing steps in different sizes of batch from upper to lower stream processes. For example 

the put away process can not start until the last article is unloaded. Under this production style, 

DC Älmhult experiences intermittent and erratic internal material flows. Continuous flow is 

always considered as a perfect lean production model with minimum wastes and highest 

efficiency. Thus can the wastes be reduced by creating continuous flow? 
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As internal transport is one of the most important tasks in warehouse, process development 

should also be combined with efforts on increasing transport efficiency so that a maximum 

effect can be achieved.  

In accordance with the statements, three research questions are developed as follows: 
1. How can we describe the current inbound processes of the target material handling 

production in DC Älmhult by using VSM? 

2. What wastes can we identify from the current state VSM? 

3. How can we eliminate the wastes? 

1.3 Objective 

The objective of this thesis is to improve efficiency of the inbound material handling 

production by creating a continuous flow and optimizing internal transport on the basis of VSM 

analysis of the current production at IKEA DC Älmhult.  

A current state VSM will be carried out to describe and analysis the studied production. Based 

on that, non-value-added activities among the processes will be identified. The wastes will be 

removed or reduced by transforming the current production pattern into the paradigm of 

continuous flow in association with optimizing the internal transport. A future state VSM will 

be drawn to illustrate the recommended inbound scenarios. Important efficiency indicators in 

the suggested production will be calculated to compare with the current findings. 

To facilitate the implementation of the continuous flow solutions, excel sheets will be 

developed to simulate different production situations by the predefined variables. It will enable 

production managers to estimate the expected outcomes of continuous flow production under 

various circumstances. A „distance table‟ will be created with automatic calculation of the 

internal transport distance and an optimal solution for gate allocations. 

1.4 Delimitations 

Due to the limited time, this thesis only focuses on inbound processes of the two selected 

product families within conventional hall 2 at warehouse 4. Multi-cycle processes will not be 

mentioned due to it is integrated with outbound flow. The study is based on single inbound 

event and will have limitation to reflect the situation that many inbound consignments are 

processed simultaneously.



 

 

2 Company Presentation 

2.1 IKEA Group 

In 1943, IKEA was founded by Ingvar Kamprad in a small town named Älmhult in Sweden. 

The name was formed by acronymzing the founder‟s name (Ingvar Kamprad), the farm where 

he grew up (Elmtaryd) and his home parish (Agunnaryd). Ikea is famous for designing and 

delivering flat-packaged furniture and features in Scandinavian modern style furniture and 

accessories. Their products have covered the areas of storage options, lighting, decor products, 

kitchen appliances and pet care. So far, IKEA has become the largest furniture retailer in the 

world. By 31st August 2010, The IKEA Group had operations in 41 countries – 29 Trading 

Service Offices in 25 countries and 27 Distribution Centers and 11 Customer Distribution 

Centers in 16 countries. The IKEA stores owned by the group had reached 280 which are 

spread in 26 countries.
1
 

2.1.1 IKEA Group Structure 

The IKEA Group is the subsidiary of INGKA Holding B.V., which is in turn owned by 

Stichting INGKA Foundation in the Netherlands. The group works in four basic areas: range 

strategy & product development, production, supply and retail. Within the group, Swedwood is 

the name for industrial companies which source the manufacturing of IKEA furniture. It is 

responsible for ensuring compliance with IWAY - the IKEA Way of Purchasing Home 

Furniture Products. These are IKEA's internal policies governing everything from 

environmental issues, worker safety, compliance with local laws and regulations to social 

welfare. IKEA of Sweden, which located in Älmhult, Sweden, is the center for designing and 

developing the IKEA range of products. Their designing principle is: to create a better 

everyday life for the many people. The IKEA Group structure is illustrated as follows: 

Stichting
IKEA Foundation

Stichting
INGKA Foundation

INGKA Holding B.V.

IKEA Group

Retail
Range Development,

Product Strategy
& Supply Chain

Industrial Groups
Swedwood ,Swedspan

Group Staff Functions

 

Figure 2.1 IKEA Group Structure
2
 

                                                 
1
 IKEA Yearly Summary FY10, IKEA Intranet 

2
 IKEA Yearly Summary FY10, IKEA Intranet 
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2.2 IKEA Distribution Center, Älmhult 

DC Älmhult is the very first distribution center that was built by IKEA. It‟s the oldest and most 

complicated one in the IKEA world. It is one of 6 DCs in Distribution Services North Europe. 

Together with Torsvik DC, DC Älmhult serves 34 IKEA stores in Sweden, Norway, Finland, 

Denmark, Iceland and the Spanish islands. 

DC Älmhult has a total storing capacity of 180 000  , among which, the SILO capacity takes 

up 62 900     and the rest comes from the Conventional Racks. The total flow in IKEA‟s 

financial year 2010 was 1 700 000     of which 540 000     was transit flow. There are 149 

gates in sum which are allocated in different warehouses and used for receiving and 

dispatching IKEA articles. Regarding the facilities, there are about 120 forklifts and 8 strapping 

machines being used within the whole DC. GTS and Astro are the operational IT systems used 

within this center. 

This distribution center comprises of four different buildings, among which warehouse 1 was 

shut down but can be used for external warehouse if needed; warehouse 3 works as backup and 

is rarely used. Warehouse 2 and 4 are the main houses being used. Most of the transiting flows 

are going through warehouse 2; in addition, low frequency half pallets can be stored here. 

Other types of pallets also can be stored in warehouse 2 when there is no enough space in 

warehouse 4. Approximately 85% of DC flow occurs in Warehouse 4. The following picture is 

the bird‟s eye view of the whole distribution center. 

 
Figure 2.2 The bird's-eye view of DC Älmhult

3
 

                                                 
3
 Logistical Setup DC 001 Älmhult, IKEA Intranet 
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2.2.1 The working organization chart of DC Älmhult 

DC Manager

Business Navigation

H
R

Operational Support 
Manager

Warehouse Manager
Process In

Warehouse Manager
Process Out

TL Administration

TL Internal Hauler

Flow Coordinator

Process Develop. 
In

Process Develop. 
Out

TL Shift 1 
Unloading

TL Shift 1 MC

TL Shift 2 MC

TL Shift 2 
Unloading

TL Daytime

TL Shift 1 Loading

TL Shift 1 Picking

TL Shift 1

TL Shift 2 Loading

TL Shift 2

TL Shift 2 Picking

 
Figure 2.3 Working organization structure of DC Älmhult

4
 

2.2.2 Warehouse 4 in DC Älmhult 

Warehouse 4 is the biggest and most modern building in DC Älmhult. The latest rebuilding of 

it was finished by 2000. There are two conventional halls with racks and two SILOs 

(Automated High Bay Warehouse) in this warehouse, among which only conventional hall 1 

has two floors. 

2.2.2.1 Layout of Warehouse 4 

There are 58 gates located in Warehouse 4. They are used for unloading and loading containers 

and trucks. In front of each gate, there is one buffer area with different size from 80 m
3
 up to 

120 m
3
. These areas serve as temporary storing area for unloading and loading articles. There is 

one railway tracking along conventional hall 1 and SILO 1, which is only used for unloading 

wagons. Please refer to Appendix I for detailed layout information. 

The conventional piece picking operation takes place in the basement of conventional hall 1. 

Only on-line piece pickings are performed here, which means the picked pallets will be 

transported directly into loading areas.  While the PLS (Picking Line System) is located in the 

middle part at the back of conventional hall 2 and between two SILOs. There are four picking 

stations in PLS with conveyors, which are connected to both SILOs, bringing the pick-from-

pallets to them. The piker at the station will divide the pick-from-pallets among some of the 

pick-to- pallets. When pick-to-pallets are finished, they will be taken back into SILO2 by a 

shuttle. 

                                                 
4
 Logistical Setup DC 001 Älmhult, IKEA Intranet 
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SILO 1 and 2 are located to the east of conventional hall 2 and connected with each other by 

conveyors beneath the floor. There are three in-feed stations to SILOs: one is located at rail 

side, one in the south part of conventional hall 1 and one in the south part of conventional hall 

2. There are three out-feed stations to SILOs as well. Two of them are located in the same place 

as the first two in-feed stations and the third one is located in the north part of conventional hall 

2 rather than south part. 

The in-feed station at conventional hall 2 is composed of three conveyors, two strapping 

machines and two elevators. On each conveyor, there are scanners and many sensors installed 

on them. Some scanners are in charge of scanning the pallet label and the others can scan the 

dimension of the pallet. The sensors are responsible for reporting the locations of pallets on the 

conveyor to PLC system which in turn controls the movement of conveyors. The figure below 

illustrates the structure of the station.  

Strapping Machine Elevator

Conveyor Pallet

Down to
basement

 
Figure 2.4 The structure of in-feed station at conventional hall 2 

From the figure above, we can see that both the top and bottom conveyors are equipped with 

one strapping machine. The bottom strapping machine is an all-around one, i.e. it can strap all 

types of pallets. As there are scanners installed at the conveyors, when the rack pallets go 

through the conveyor for strapping, the system will get the information and route the strapped 

pallet to the end of the conveyor where the pallet will stay waiting for co-working picking it. If 

the pallet is intended for SILO, the system will route the strapped pallet to the middle conveyor 

via the connective conveyor. The strapping machine at the top conveyor can only deal with 

standard Euro and IKEA pallets. At each end of the top two conveyors, there is one elevator 

which can transport one IKEA pallet or two Euro pallets at one time. The elevators carry the 

pallets down to the conveyors beneath the floor where these two conveyors merge into one. 

The only one conveyor conveys the pallets into the conveyor loop that connects the SILOs. 

At the out-feed station, two conveyors stretch out from the basement. They transport the 

outbound pallets from conveyor loop to the elevators which elevate them up to the station. 

There is one conveyor jointed to each of the conveyor that connects with the elevator. So the 

out-feed station consists of four out-bound conveyors which enable more co-workers to pick 

the pallets simultaneously. Following is the figure that depicts the structure of out-feed station.  
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Up from
basement

ElevatorConveyor Pallet
 

Figure 2.5 The structure of out-feed station at conventional hall 2



 

 

3 Methodology 

This chapter describes research approaches applied in the thesis and the outline of thesis 

structure and procedure. 

3.1 Research Method  

In research, there are two widely used methods of reasoning as inductive and deductive 

approaches. 

Deductive approach refers to the method starting with hypotheses or predictions derived from 

established theories. The hypothesis should be validated by empirical data and the final 

conclusion comes from the hypotheses. Based on established theories, researchers decide what 

information is collected, how the information is used and how the result is interpreted. 

On the contrary, inductive method progresses from general phenomenon or empirical data 

towards theoretical conclusions. 

 

Theory Assumption Empirical Validation

Theory Assumption Pattern

Deduction

Induction

Empirical

 
Figure 3.1 The comparison of Deduction and Induction 

Deduction is applied in the thesis. A hypothesis i.e. “to achieve higher efficiency of internal 

logistics by creating continuous flow and optimizing internal transport” is made at the 

beginning of the thesis based on the theories about lean production. Following the hypothesis, 

theories such as Value Stream Mapping, information flow and material handling etc. are 

applied to describe the current internal logistic processes. Further on, theories on seven types of 

wastes are used to identify non-value-added processes that cause inefficiency. Finally, 

continuous flow creation and outbound bay redesign is conducted based on the relevant 

theories about One-piece flow and layout design. In the thesis, empirical data is collected in 

line with the theories and finally to verify the assumption at the beginning.  

3.2 Qualitative and quantitative analysis 

Qualitative and quantitative analyses are the two major research methods. 

Qualitative data reflects characteristics of objects in non-numerical way e.g. male or female, 

pretty or ugly. Qualitative analysis enables researchers to get in-depth understanding of 

human‟s beliefs, experiences, attitudes, behaviors and interactions.  Oppositely in quantitative 

analyses, data is measured or valuated in numerical way e.g. length in meters, volume in cubic 

meters and speed in kilometer/hour. 
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This thesis implements the combination of qualitative and quantitative analyses. Qualitative 

analyses are used when dealing with explanatory findings from e.g. interviews and documents 

in order to get deep understanding of how the system works now and how it should be 

improved. 

By collecting and analyzing quantitative data e.g. statistics of in/outbound material flows, 

productivities, capacities and equipment etc. the authors are able to define the present statues 

and then suggest solutions in a precise and measurable way. Quantitative analysis is also used 

to support the conclusion of the thesis by measuring performance of suggested scenario against 

the old scenario.     

3.3 Data collection 

3.3.1 Empirical data 

Empirical data is categorized into primary data and secondary data. Primary data is the first-

hand information collected by the researchers during the project. It is often collected through 

the means of surveys, interviews, questionnaires or observations. Secondary data is denoted as 

existing materials related to the current project but is gathered before the project. The sources 

of secondary data are normally books, documents or literatures. 

3.3.2 Data Collection Technique  

There are mainly four types of techniques for gathering data that are document, interviews, 

observations and questionnaires.  

 Document method refers to taking advantage of existing data e.g. books, articles or 

database that has been written or collected by others. Obtaining the information is a good 

starting point for data collection.  

 Interview is a method to gather information under certain topic through face-to-face dialog, 

phone or email etc. An interviewer gets deeper understanding of the topic by asking 

questions to or communicating with interviewees. 

 Observation is a data collection technique in which behavior and characteristics of objects 

or phenomena are systematically observed and recorded during they are taking place. 

 Questionnaire is a data collection tool in which question sheets are created to gather 

answers from respondents in either written or oral form.  

In this thesis, interview, observation are carried out to collect primary data. Interviewing with 

production staffs provides the authors an insight mainly relevant to the present material flows 

e.g. operation processes, production style and working method etc. while respondents from 

different functional departments in the office give an overall picture on how the information 

flow is generated and passes through the whole DC. Interview is held through face-to-face 

conversation during the authors study in the company and also through email and phone when 

the authors are not in place.   
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Title Types of interview 

Project manager / Process-

in developer  

personal meeting, phone and email 

Mr. Range personal meeting, email 

Inbound planning personal meeting 

Gate house personal meeting 

TL warehouse personal meeting 

TL internal Hauler personal meeting 

Facility co-worker personal meeting / email 

Co-work warehouse  personal meeting 

Outbound planning personal meeting 

Tuning personal meeting 

Table 3.1 Interviewees from different functions 

Observation is held towards production inside the warehouse during shop floor visiting. The 

authors watch and record the on-line production reality e.g. operation details, warehouse layout 

and daily working routines on the spot of warehouse during both working shifts. It endows the 

authors with much deeper knowledge and observed problems on the current workflow with the 

first-hand experience. During the observation, camera is used as a complementary recording 

means to paper and pen.  

3.4 Case studies  

Case study is method to conduct research on a specific object or phenomenon. Since the study 

target is from the real world, it is easy to be understood and interpreted. However the outcomes 

from a case study will have a limitation to be applied to other situation or cases. A case study is 

normally followed with research questions and it is progressed based that the frame and steps 

set by the questions. 

There are three based steps to conduct a case study that are pre-study, analysis, writing report.  

The pre-study step includes two phases i.e. primary study by reading articles and other 

materials from library or Internet and interviews on relevant people to the case. In the analysis 

step, the authors should first gather and sort the collected information to one place, then 

allocate the materials around the project members and finally formulate the case problems or 

research questions into a few brief sentences. The writing step includes four sub-steps which 

are problem description, formulating report structure and conclusion. 

 

The thesis project is conducted by a case study with the real typical production cases selected 

from IKEA daily production in order to reflect the processes and solve problems of the whole 

inbound production. The picture below shows how the case study is progressed through the 

project period. With document review and three weeks visit in place DC Älmhult, the authors 

had got a deep understanding of the current production and had grasped a lot of information 

and details on almost every aspect of the distribution center. Then after sorting and reordering 

the collected information, they are able to narrow down the project scope to conduct a deep 
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study with focus on the selected range. A preliminary analysis and solutions are discussed 

during the second time the authors visit the company to obtain important feedbacks regarding 

the project from other staffs. Time study is conducted during that period as a supplement of the 

first visit. A further study is conducted during the last phase finalized with a thesis report.  

 

 

Current Scenarios
Investigation

Literature Study

Sort and Reorder 
Information

Project Scope and 
Research Questions

Discuss on Preliminary 
Analysis and Solutions

Time Study

Further Research 
and Write Report

Shop-floor Visiting Interviews

 
Figure 3.2 Case study procedure 
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4 Theoretical Framework 

4.1 Material Handling  

Material handling is a combination of operations including moving, storing, protecting and 

controlling. In a typical manufacturing facility, material handling tasks take about 25% of the 

work‐force, 55% of the factory, 87% of the production time and cause 15% to 70% of the total 

cost in the company. 

An efficient material handing means provides the right amount of the right material in the right 

conditions at the right place in the right position in the right sequence for the right price by the 

right method.  There are ten principles that guide the material handling activities toward higher 

efficiency. 

 Planning Principle 

Material handling plan defines what materials, where to move and the method of transfer. 

The plan should be developed through discussion between the planners and all the people who 

will be involved or benefit from it. A big project planning usually requires a team with people 

from different functional departments e.g. engineering, operation, IT and finance or people 

outside the organization such as consultants and suppliers. A material handling plan should 

reflect both long-term strategies and the short term needs. It should also promote engineering 

of product, process design, process layout, and material handling methods in a holistic point of 

view rather than independent practices.  

 Standardization Principle 

Standardization means less variety in Material handling methods and equipment usage. 

For example standardization can be applied to size of containers, unit loads, operation 

processes and facilities (forklifts, conveyors and machines). The methods and equipment 

selected should be able to perform a variety of tasks in different conditions. Standardization 

should allow flexibility and modularity in the an acceptable range  

 Work Principle 

Material handling work should be minimized at no expense of productivity and service quality. 

The work is measure by 

Work = Flow (volume, weight or count per unit of time) * Distance  

There are some guidelines to follow for the work principle: 

 Reducing works by simplifying processes through reducing, combining, shortening or 

even eliminating unnecessary moves. 

 Considering the pick-and-drop or placing materials in-and-out of storage as different 

motions and part of the distance moved. 

 Operation methods, process sequences and process/equipment layouts should be in 

accord with the goal of minimum work. 

 Using gravity where is possible to move materials with the consideration of safety and 

product damage. 

 Shorten the movement distance by applying straight-line transport as much as possible 
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 Ergonomic Principle 

Human capabilities and limitation should be fully considered and respected when designing the 

material handling tasks and equipment in order to ensure safety and efficiency. The principle 

applies to both physical and mental tasks. 

Ergonomics is the science that seeks to adapt work or working conditions to suit the abilities of 

the worker. 

The equipment should be able to reduce repetitive and arduous manual works and it should 

effectively interact with operators. Safety issue must be prioritized when designing the work 

shop and the equipment.  

 Unit load principle 

A Unit load is one that can be stored or moved as a single entity at one time between two points 

of activity. Unit loads should be in proper size and designed to support the material flow and 

inventory objectives in every stage of the supply chain. 

Less work and effort will be required by working a number of individual items loaded as a 

single unit load than operating them separately. During production, small unit loads as few as 

only one item will result in less work-in-process and shorter item throughput time. Small unit 

loads also support the production strategies such as continuous flow, flexibility and just-in-time 

delivery.  A mixture of different items in a unit load is in accord with just-in-time and 

customized supply strategies. 

 Space principle 

Space utilization principle refers to effect and efficient usage of the three dimensional floor 

spaces. The principle suggests eliminating cluttered and unorganized spaces and blocked aisle 

in the operation areas. In the storage area, the storage density should be balanced with 

accessibility and selectivity. When transporting articles in the workshop, the overhead space 

can be considered as an option. 

 System Principle 

All the material movements and storing operations should be considered and organized as a 

united entity. The material handling activities such as receiving, inspection, storage, 

production, assembly, packaging, unitizing, order selection, shipping, transportation and the 

handling of returns, should be integrated to form a coordinated system. Entity in the supply 

chain but outside the organization e.g. customers, suppliers, manufacturers and distributors are 

included in the system integration. The whole supply chain can benefit from the integration 

with shared and optimized inventory level, material and information flow, working method and 

demand prediction. 

 Automation Principle 

Automation should be implemented to handling operations where is feasible to achieve higher 

efficiency, responsiveness, consistency and predictability. 

Before installing new machines or automatic mechanism, effort must be made to find out the 

possibilities of improvements by simplifying or re-engineering the existing processes or 
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working method. Computer system is prioritized to where is suitable for effective integration of 

material flow and information administration. Successful automation can be found at 

interfaces, including equipment to equipment, equipment to load, equipment to operator, and 

control communications 

 Environmental principle 

When designing material handling methods or selecting equipment, environmental impact and 

energy consumption should be taken into consideration. It is suggested to use recycled or 

reusable material handling material. Special treatment should be done for the hazardous 

materials. 

 Life cycle cost principle 

A thorough economic analysis should be done to account for the entire life cycle of all material 

handling equipment and future systems 

Life cycle cost consists of capital investment, installation, setup and equipment programming, 

training, system testing and acceptance, operating (labor, utilities, etc.), maintenance and 

repair, reuse value, and ultimate disposal. In the economic analysis, maintenance and spare part 

costs of the machines should be taken into account. 

4.2 Continuous flow 

Continuous flow, which is also named „one-piece flow‟ or „single-piece flow‟, is a concept 

which means, in the perfect scenario, items are processed one-piece at a time and moved 

directly from one process to the next. One processing step operates on only one piece and 

provides it to the next step when and just before the step needs it. 

A work cell is a combination of operators, machines, materials and method. The processing 

steps are located close to each other in certain sequence. Through the cell, items are processed 

in a one-piece flow or in some cases in a consistent flow having small batch size maintained 

through the sequence of processes. To obtain and sustain an efficient continuous flow is the 

goal of a cell. 

The most well-known cell layout is a “U” shape. Because it is more flexible in distributing 

work elements among operators and it makes the shortest distance between the beginning and 

the end points. But continuous flow can also be created in other layouts such as straight lines. 

4.2.1 Advantages of Continuous Flow Production 

Creating continuous flow by constantly eliminating wastes wherever is possible is the starting 

point for a company‟s journey towards lean. It is the crucial part of lean philosophies that 

reduces lead time from materials to finished goods and hence enhances quality, cuts cost and 

shortens delivery time.  By creating flow, a company is forced to implement other lean 

techniques and thoughts such as preventive maintenance, built-in quality. Creating flow 

exposes inefficiency and brings the sense of urgency to solve problem at the first time because 

once problems happen in a flow, the whole production line stops and you have to deal with it 

right away or sink. The advantages of continuous flow are: 

 Minimizing resources. Continuous flow sustains the minimum input of people, 

machines, materials, etc., required to make certain product that means higher 

productivity and lower cost. 

 Reducing lead time from raw materials to finished goods. That grants faster response to 

the customer and less financial cycle time. 
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 Defects and problems are quickly detected and solved instead of being hidden for a long 

time. 

 It encourages communication between operators or departments that in turn leads to 

quicker response to problems and constant improvements. 

 

Here is an example that can illustrate the benefit to convert a traditional batch production into a 

continuous flow.  

Supposing a computer manufacturer has batch production organized by 3 departments which 

are base department makes base, monitor department makes monitors and assembles base and 

monitor and test department inspects the quality of each finished good. Batch size in each 

department is 10 while it takes one minute to process each unit. Therefore it takes 21minutes to 

have the first finished item and 30 minutes for the whole batch ready to be shipped to 

customers while only 3mins value added time for each unit.  

If we organize a continuous flow with batch size one by putting the facilities from the three 

departments close to each other making them into one work cell. Then we will reach the result 

that 12minutes to make 10 computers comparing 30mins in batch process while the first unit 

will be finished in 3mins instead of 21mins. Besides, under batch production, if defects occur 

in base department, it takes at least 21mins to discover with another 20 computers in the 

process could have the same problem. By contrast, it is only 3mins under continuous flow with 

at most 2 defective computers in the process.  

Computer Monitor Department

· Complete first processing of first batch of 10 takes 30 minutes
· First good computer ready in 21 minutes (plus transport time)
· There are at least 21 sub-assemblies in process at a time

Products require three processes that take one minute each 
(One-piece Flow Production Cell)

· First part ready in 3 minutes
· 10 completed in 12 minutes
· Only two sub-assemblies in process at a time

 
Figure 4.1 One piece flow VS Batch production

5
 

However, in reality a pure one-piece flow rarely exists and it is not sensible to simply gather 

machines, supplier and operators together to achieve a one-piece flow where it is not 

                                                 
5
 Liker, J. K. (2004). The Toyota Way. 
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appropriate. An ideal one-piece flow provides us a direction when we initiate a continuous 

flow. It takes time and patience to obtain and improve flow while it is wise to use inventory or 

buffers where continuous flow is not possible currently. “At Toyota it means that using small 

lots, having processes close together, and keeping the material moving through processes 

without interruption is better than producing large batches of stuff and having them sit and 

wait.” (Liker, 2004) 

4.2.2 Steps of creating continuous flow 

According to Mike Rother and Rick Harris (2001), the basic steps to create a continuous flow 

are as follows: 

1) Select a product family and draw a value stream mapping of that. 

2) Identify work elements and make a time study for each work element from the selected 

product family. 

3) Measure and configure machines, materials and layout for flow. 

4) Distribute the work to operators 

5) Connect to the customer and regulate the flow 

6) Implement, sustain and improve. 

Since the last two steps are not required by the company due to time limitation, only the first 

four steps will be explicated in this chapter.      

 

 Select a product family and draw a value stream mapping of that. 

Before identifying the production family, one must understand the company‟s business goals 

and customer objectives. A production family is a group of products that go through similar 

sequence of final processing steps and machines. A value stream map usually looks into only 

one product family since drawing all product flows on one map would be too complicated. A 

product-process matrix form is often used to help us identify product families. Number of 

products in the family, customer demands and order frequency should be recorded.  
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Figure 4.2 Illustration of product family

6
 

                                                 
6
 Rather, M., & Harris, R. (2001). Creating Continous Flow (1.2 ed.) 
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The current state Value Stream Mapping should be done by collecting primary information on 

the shop floor. Important information should be filled in during this step are e.g. cycle time, lot 

size, number of operators, waiting time in between processes and inventory etc. In this step, 

one should collect as much information on the causes of wastes as possible and make notes of 

potential improvements.  

There are some tips for mapping the current state production. (Rother & Shook, 2003) 

 Go through the actual routes of material and information flow and collect information 

by yourself 

 Start with a quick walk along the whole value stream to get a sense of the process 

sequence and flow. Then come back to collect data in each process.  

 Begin at the processes which are linked most directly to the customer. 

 Do not rely on previous files. Conduct the time study on your own by a stopwatch. 

 Map the entire value stream yourself in order to get deep understanding of the whole 

flow 

 Always draw by hand in pencil. 

 Identify work elements and make a time study  

A work element is the smallest increment of work that could be moved to another person. It 

emphasizes on the work content that needs to be done by people but not machines. This helps 

us identify real value-added work from wastes. When we observe and record work elements, it 

is very crucial for us to not include wastes such as waiting for machine cycling, walking, 

adjusting or looking for tools, refilling materials etc. as work element. When conducting time 

study, make sure to measure at least 10 times for each work element to achieve a reliable data. 

 Measure and configure machines, materials and layout for flow 

To form a work cell for the continuous flow of the selected product family, we must make sure 

that the cycle time of each machine in the cell is at least 20% faster than the takt time so that 

the customer‟s demand can be met. There are some tips suggested when the required machine 

is a bottleneck that cannot meet the takt time with a 20% margin. 

 Improve the machine itself by available techniques to reduce the cycle time or add more 

machines of the same type. 

 Create two cells instead of one. 

 Decrease numbers of products in the product family 

 Remove the bottleneck machine from the cell and use a pull and Kanban system to 

process the bottleneck step in batch. 

The most efficient way to arrange the machines, workstations and materials for continuous 

flow is to organize them as if only one operator makes the item from beginning to the end. By 

this design, it avoids isolating activities and minimize inventory among the processes and can 

eliminate wastes as much as possible. 

 Distribute the work to operators.  

The appropriate number of operators in the work cell is determined by the equation as below: 

Number of operator needed in the work cell=Total time of all work elements/takt time 

If the result is not an integer number such as 2.3, 4.6, take the integer part plus 1 i.e.3 or 5, and 

then try to eliminate that one operator by future continuous improvement. 
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Operator loading method  

When distributing work elements to operators, we sometimes have to face a problem on how to 

distribute a less-than-full work element among the operators. Traditional solution is to 

distribute work equally among operators with all operators not fully loaded. This method tends 

to causes waste of waiting into the cell and encourages isolated islands among the cell that 

finally would disturb the continuous flow. Therefore instead of evenly spreading workloads, 

the lean method is to distribute work to fully load every operator except one consuming almost 

all the takt interval. It exposes the waste and makes it easier to improve in future. 

balancing the line                            vs.            the lean option

A B
 

Figure 4.3 Two ways of distributing work
7
 

Work element allocation among operators.  

There are many ways to distribute work elements depending on the factors such as cycle time, 

type of cell etc. Here are illustrations of the most commonly used approaches as follows: 

 Split the work 

Each operator performs one portion of the total work content. In this pattern, it is normally 

more efficient to assign the same operator the first and the last work elements so that a pacing 

effect can be created for the whole cell. This method provides the possibilities to have various 

combinations of work elements that facilitate the changes when work elements need to be 

redistributed following kaizen or due to customer demand.  

                                                 
7
 Rather, M., & Harris, R. (2001). Creating Continous Flow (1.2 ed.) 
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Operator
3

Operator
2

Operator
1

raw 
material

finished 
product

 
Figure 4.4 Split works
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 The circuit 

Assigning all work elements to every operator with the next operator following the first with a 

gap of a few stations. This approach has a natural pacing effect and is easier to implement. It 

also provides diverse work which makes operator interested to perform. However this method 

will become too complicated if more than two operators are involved in the loop and it requires 

more skillful operators who are qualified to perform all the tasks. Also it does not work if 

certain work element or work station takes more than 40% of total work content.    

return walking
distance

1 2

 
Figure 4.5 The circuit
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4.3 Value Stream Mapping 
4.3.1 Advantages of Value Stream Mapping 

Value stream mapping is a lean manufacturing method that can be used to identify major non-

value added sources and figure out improvement by drawing and analyzing current state 

material and information flows required to produce a product or delivery a service and coming 

up with future state value stream map in the end. This technique originated from Toyota. It has 

been widely applied in the areas of manufacturing, supply chain, logistics and product 

development etc. Any process that needs improvement can be analyzed with value stream 

mapping. According to Mike Rother and John Shook (1999) Value Stream Mapping is an 

essential lean tool. 

 

 Value stream mapping allows one to see waste, and plan to eliminate 

                                                 
8
 Rather, M., & Harris, R. (2001). Creating Continous Flow (1.2 ed.) 

9
 Rather, M., & Harris, R. (2001). Creating Continous Flow (1.2 ed.) 
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 It provides common language that facilitates the communication when people talk about 

the process issues. 

 It shows the linkage between material flow and information flow 

 It provides vision and plans that connect all lean techniques and improvement activities 

 Value stream mapping enables one to describe in detail how to create a flow. 

 

4.3.2 Steps of creating a value stream map. 

The most commonly used approach to conduct a value stream mapping includes four steps, as 

shown in the picture below: 

Select Product 
Family

Current State VSM Future State VSM
Action Plan and 
Implementation

 
 

Figure 4.6 Four steps of creating VSM 

The first two steps are the same as those of creating continuous flow and therefore will not be 

mentioned again. 

 Create future state Value Stream Mapping 

The aim of value stream mapping is to identify sources of wastes and eliminate them by 

implementing a future state value stream. The objective is to create continuous flow or pull 

system to link the individual processes to their customers. Make each process as close as 

possible to produce only what customers is willing to pay when they need it.  

 Develop an action plan and implement the changes  

An action plan is developed basing on the future value stream map. The most important 

purpose of the plan is to review progress and address problems during implementation stage. It 

should include reasons for this improving action, current and objective conditions, time 

schedule and a place to write the quantitative targets and results. In the plan, goals are set up 

and must be measurable. It is suggested to compact the plan into only one sheet of paper.  

During the implementation, meetings should be scheduled to follow up the progress and 

ongoing communications should be continuously reinforced for all participants. Teams are 

formed according to the tasks for different improvements. Initially, teams need to be backed up 

by skilled staffs and necessary resources should be guaranteed to meet the goals. 

4.4 Value adding and non-value adding operations 

There are three types of operations according to Monden and Yasuhiro (1993) i.e. Non-value 

adding, Value-adding and Necessary but non-value adding activities.  

Non-value adding (NVA) activities refer to wastes such as unnecessary transport, waiting time, 

excessive motion and so on that should be eliminated from the process.  
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Necessary but non-value adding (NNVA) activities do not add values to the end customers but 

are needed in order to run the business. These activities are mandatory under current scenario 

or in line with legal and regulatory requirements or it would increase certain risks if eliminated 

from current circumstance. So it may require major changes to reduce these operations.  For 

example extra operation for fire-class articles, quality or quantity control actions. 

Value adding (VA) activities are what the customer is willing to pay. They increase the worth 

of a product or service without wasting any resources. 

4.5 Wastes from lean perspective 

According to Jeffrey K. Liker (2004), there are eight types of non-value-added activities which 

are also called wastes, in business or production processes. The most focused behavior of 

Toyota production system is eliminating these wastes.  

Overproduction  

It refers to producing items without demand. Overproduction causes excess inventory which 

gives rise to other wastes such as overstaffing, storage and transport cost.  

Waiting Time  

Operators stand still and just watch for machine cycling without doing anything valuable, or 

stand around just waiting for next processing step, tools, supply, parts etc., or have nothing to 

do when stock out, processing delay, machines break down and capacity bottlenecks. However 

it is not a waste when machines sit idle waiting for operators as long as customer demand can 

be met. 

Unnecessary transport or conveyance  

It indicates the non-value-added activities e.g. carrying items through long distance, inefficient 

transport, moving materials between processes.  

Over processing or incorrect processing 

Processing unnecessary steps on parts, inefficient processes caused by poor tools and design, 

providing over high quality than necessary  

Excess inventory 

Excess raw materials, work in process, or finished articles lead to longer lead time, damage, 

delay and so on. Moreover, it conceals problems such as imbalanced production, delivery delay 

from suppliers, defects, long setup time and machine downtime. 

Unnecessary movement 

Any redundant motion that has negative effects on productivity during the course when 

operator performs their works, for example walking, looking for tools, reaching materials etc.  

Defects 

Producing defective product causes direct loss from scrap and also generates a lot of time and 

effort on inspection, correction, repair or rework. 

4.6 Fish bone chart  

Fish bone chart (also called cause and effect or Ishikawa diagram) is a causal diagram which 

identifies possible causes of certain even and groups the causes into major categories to find 

out these sources of variation. 
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The basic procedure of fish bone diagram is described as follows: 

1. Discuss and identify the problem (effect) 

2. Find out the main categories of the causes for the effect through brainstorm. The typical 

categories include: Methods, Machines (equipment), People (manpower), Materials, 

Measurement and Environment  

3. Brainstorm all the possibilities of the causes of the effect and group them into the 

according categories. 

4. Brainstorm and ask “why does it happen” about each causes identified in the previous step 

and write sub-causes branching off the causes. 

5. Continue to ask “why” and identify deeper levels of causes. 

6. Draw the chart according to causal relationships.  

4.7 Time Study 

Cycle time and takt time are widely used to measure work elements and important parameters 

for process analysis. 

4.7.1 Cycle Time 

Cycle time is how frequently a finished good comes out of the end of the work cell. It is an 

essential aspect of efficiency that defines the business output rate. Cycle time is used for flow 

analysis to determine statistics such as number of operators, machines or workstations required 

in order to configure certain work cell, output rate, operating time for machines and operators 

and so on. Cycle time is a key parameter when we design work cells, integrate and separate 

processes. 

Cycle time calculation: cycle time consists of machine or operator uptime and idle time before 

the next cycle begins. There are two processing scenarios to consider about when calculating 

cycle time. 

 Sequential processing. If all tasks are executed on a single machine or workstation, the 

cycle time to finish the item is the sum of cycle time of all tasks.  

 Parallel processing. If each task is performed on a different machine or operator, the 

cycle time will be the longest cycle time among the tasks. 

 Here is an example to illustrate the calculation method. 

Supposing it requires 5 processing tasks to product a part. And cycle time of each task as 

follows: 

Task 1: 20 seconds 

Task 2: 10 seconds 

Task 3: 15 seconds 

Task 4: 13 seconds 

Task 5: 8 seconds 

Assuming the idle time is negligible, which is not often achievable in reality. Then if there is 

only one operator performing all the tasks, meaning sequential processing, the cycle time to 

produce one part is the sum of all tasks cycle time that is 66 seconds /part. On the other hand, if 

each of the tasks is assigned to one operator, meaning parallel processing, the cycle time to 

produce one part is equal to the longest cycle time of the tasks that is 20seconds/part from task 

1.  
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Effective machine cycle time. Effective machine cycle time is the total time of machine cycle 

time per piece, load and unload time and average changeover time per piece. In real world, 

because some activities such as loading or unloading machines, changeover are inevitable, 

effective machine cycle time is a more practical and therefore most commonly used parameter 

than pure machine cycle time for process development. 

4.7.2 Takt Time 

Takt time is the customer demand rate for the finished units. It is a reference number used to 

synchronize the pace of production with the pace of demand. 

The formula is Takt time=available work time/customer demand.  

For example, company A has 8 hours‟ work time during day time and the demand for its 

product X during that shift is 500units. Hence we can calculate the takt time of product X is 

28800(8 hours)/500=57.6 seconds which means in order to meet customers demand, company 

A must produce one unit of product X every 57.6 seconds. 

 

4.8 First in first out (FIFO) lanes  

FIFO lanes are often conveyors or roller tables that holds a certain amount of inventory and 

connect the upstream process with downstream process in the sequence of the first unit comes 

into a process is the first one gets worked on. 

 It is an approach to manage a pull production system between two processes with different 

cycle time. Once the part on the end-tip of lane is removed, the production of one more part is 

triggered on the other end of the lane. Thus FIFO lane can prevent production from being 

interrupted between the two processes until the lane is full also FIFO lanes limit work in 

process inventory and thus prevent overproduction. 

When the downstream operation is running slower than upstream one, the calculation of the 

maximum length of lane needed in between the processes is formulated by 

FIFO lane max = (Downstream CT – upstream CT) * Batch volume/Downstream CT 

 

 
Figure 4.7 FIFO lane
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 Lean Enterprise Institute, FIFO,    

  http://www.lean.org/Common/LexiconTerm.aspx?termid=208&height=550&width=700 
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4.9 Computer Simulation 

“A computer simulation is any computer-implemented method for exploring the properties of 

mathematical models where analytic methods are unavailable” Simulating dynamic models by 

computer programs can help us understand the system better than complex explication or 

complicated formula 

Simulation can be classified into continuous and discrete simulations. In the continuous 

simulation, variables change in a continuous pattern with infinite number of states. While the 

state variables in discrete simulation change at a countable number of time points at which the 

events happen or change in state. 

A guideline developed by Ulgen, Black, Johnsonbaugh, & Klungle suggests eight phases for a 

successful application of simulation methodology. They are: 

1. Define the problem 

2. Design the study 

3. Design the conceptual model 

4. Formulate inputs, assumptions, and process definition 

5. Build, verify, and validate the simulation model 

6. Experiment with the model and look for opportunities for design of experiments 

7. Document and present the results 

8. Define the model life cycle 
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5 Current state 

5.1 Current production state and strategy 

5.1.1 Different operational function teams and flexible working schedule 

There are totally 12 operational teams working in the whole DC, 2 teams for each of the 

following function groups: unloading group, loading group, transit group and shift group, 1 

team for daytime group and 1 team for internal hauler group. There are 6 truck drivers and one 

crane driver in the internal hauler group. The other groups comprises of 15-20 co-workers who 

are very multi-skilled. They can manage all the functions within DC. The following table 

demonstrates the arrangement of groups working in Warehouse 2 and 4: 

 

 Morning Shift Evening Shift 

Warehouse 2 2 rotation groups  1 rotation group 

Warehouse 4 2 rotations+1 shift+1 daytime 1 rotation+1 shift 

Table 5.1 Resource arrangement in Warehouse 2 and 4 

Different groups have different working schedules from each other; what‟s more the same 

group has varied working schedules for different seasons. DC Älmhult divides the whole year 

into three seasons based on the amount of total goods flows. They are high, low and normal 

seasons. Take the year 2010 as an example, low season was the duration from week 10 to week 

21, high season was among week 36 and week 47 and the remaining weeks were normal season.  

5.1.2 Multi-flows within DC Älmhult 

There is a variety of goods flows taking place in the whole DC such as DC flows, transit flows, 

cross-docking flows and internal flows. 

DC flows are the normal flows that goods are transported from suppliers then stored within the 

warehouse‟s conventional racks or SILOs for couple of weeks until demanded by the stores. 

Then they will be dispatched to loading units and sent to the stores. 

Transit flows are such flows that goods are transported from suppliers to the warehouse and 

temporary kept in the buffer area for certain time. They will never go into the storing system 

and normally dispatched within 24 hours since they arrive.  

Cross docking happens when same kinds of articles are handled for both inbound and outbound. 

Under such circumstance, the articles can be transported directly form unloading gate area to 

loading gate area for dispatching without being sent to storing system and retrieved for 

dispatching later. The principle of cross docking is that: each time a co-worker scans a unit 

load (a pallet of articles) from the inbound gate, the IT system Astro will perform a check. It 

will check if the inbound assignment can be matched by an outbound assignment. If so, the 

system will change the inbound assignment to cross dock assignment. Then the co-worker will 

know that he can drive the unit load to outbound gate instead of putting it into racks or SILOs. 

Cross docking can improve the productivity quite a lot, as this way can reduce much more 

movement and transportation. 

In DC Älmhult, there is a unique way of cross docking. They set aside specialized sub gate area 

for high frequent non-SILO articles. When unloading these articles, the co-worker transports 
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them directly to this place. Once there is an order released for these articles the system will 

prioritize them within this area. This way of cross docking is some kind of like transit flows. 

However the biggest difference between transit flow and cross docking is that transit flow is 

order driven and bounded for a certain store.  

Internal flow takes place when replenishing articles from warehouse 4 to warehouse 2 or vice 

versa.  

5.1.3 Complicated handling materials 

IKEA sells a vast range of products and have manufacturers around the world which lead to 

them using different kinds of handling materials to carry on different articles. Generally 

speaking, there are three types of handling materials used for transporting articles within IKEA 

which are wooden pallets, paper pallets and loading ledge. For wooden pallets, there are three 

standard types: IKEA pallets, Euro pallets and half pallets. They are different in dimensions 

which are showed in the following table. 

 

 Length (mm) Width(mm) Height(mm) 

IKEA Pallet 2000 800 150 

Euro Pallet 1200 800 150 

Half Pallet 800 600 150 

Table 5.2 Three types of wooden pallets 

Wooden pallets are used for the safety of transportation and storage of articles. However, a 

quite huge of cost is incurred during transporting, storing and handling the empty wooden 

pallets. Today there are more than 25 million wooden pallets are used just in Europe. Every 

week around 1000 trucks are used for transporting the return flow of empty wooden pallets 

within Europe.  This creates a lot of cost as well as CO2 emissions. Another disadvantage of 

using wooden pallets is that they will reduce the filling rate of loading units. Due to these cons, 

IKEA is working on phasing out wooden pallets. They are performing a project named HM 

NOW (handling material no wood). There are two main steps involved in this project. Step 1 is 

to get rid of wooden pallets from all Supplier flows in Europe and switch to low handling 

material, such as paper pallets or loading ledge. The first step should be finished during 

financial year 11. Step 2 is to remove wooden pallets from DC to store flow. The second step 

would take more time thus there is not timeline defined yet. 

5.1.4 The Unit load and it’s type - pallet classes 

In IKEA, unit load refers to articles with handling material. A unit load contains a number of 

consumer packages and/or multi-packs kept by a handling material, most often a pallet, and 

intended for a forklift handling. Unit loads have different types based on their dimensions such 

as length, width and height. These types are associated with different pallets classes. Following 

is the table manifesting the dimensions of different pallet classes. They are useful for designing 

the MHA (Material Handling Area) and deciding which place to store these unit loads. 
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 *E for Euro I for IKEA AND H for Half;  

   These dimensions refer to the unit load not the empty pallet itself 

   E0, I0 are standard pallet types, other Es and Is are over-sized pallet types 
Table 5.3 Different types of unit load

11
 

5.1.5 Facilities  

Forklift: There are two types of forklifts working in the DC. One kind is normal forklifts 

which are used in loading/unloading processes and transporting pallets into or from SILO 

stations as well. The other type is counterbalance forklifts which have long extended arm that 

can be used for putting away pallets into racks and retrieving them from racks.  Both these two 

types have screens and scanners attached to them. 

Strapping machine: There are automatic strapping machines which are located at SILO in-feed 

stations and separated strapping machines, which are called semi-automatic strapping machine.  

In conventional hall 2 at warehouse 4, there are two automatic strapping machines in the SILO 

in-feed station. One is multi-functional that means it can be used for strapping all types of 

pallets, the other one can only operate on standard IKEA and Euro pallets. There are two multi-

functional semi-automatic strapping machines located on two sides of conventional hall 2 near 

the gates. 

                                                 
11

 IKEA Intranet 

Pallet Classes Max Length Max Width Max Height 

E0 1400 950 700 

E1 1400 950 900 

E2 1400 950 1050 

E3 1400 950 1200 

E4 1400 1100 1200 

E5 1400 1300 1200 

E6 1600 950 1200 

E7 1400 950 1500 

E8 1400 950 2300 

E9 1800 1800 2500 

    
I0 2200 950 500 

    
I1 2200 950 700 

I2 2200 1100 700 

I3 2200 950 1200 

I4 2200 1100 1200 

I5 2500 1100 1200 

I6 2200 1100 2300 

I7 3000 1500 3000 

    
H1 850 850 1200 
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5.1.6 Flow strategy and article storing strategy in DC Älmhult 

The warehouse flow is steered on stock weeks of which the goal is to have flow through 

warehouse 4 especially the SILOs as much as possible. As it takes much less labor resources 

and time to store and retrieve articles in SILOs than in traditional racks. Transit flow is handled 

in warehouse 2 as it is equipped with ideal conditions for that. The driving distance from rail to 

truck side is relatively short; there is big capacity at rail side which makes it possible to keep 

pallets at gate areas until they are transported to loading areas; there are many gates at truck 

side. All of these conditions make warehouse 2 a perfect place for transit flow and DC is trying 

their best to strive for 100% gate to gate handling on transit. 

There are several factors that decide where the unit loads should be stored. One of them is 

pallet classes. SILO 1 is only used for storing standard Euro pallets while SILO 2 can be used 

for both standard Euro and IKEA pallets. Conventional hall 1 is the place for storing high 

frequent piece picking pallets and EO (over-sized Euro pallet) and IO (over-sized IKEA pallet) 

as well.  

The racks in conventional hall 2 are divided into different frequent zones. The racks between 

inbound and outbound stations are the most high frequent zone, the racks to the south of this 

zone are second most high frequent zone, the racks to the north are third one. The others are all 

treated as low frequent zone. DC Älmhult set the articles with selling rate, which is calculated 

basing on the selling record for one month forward, of more than 9 pallets per week as high 

frequency articles. These articles should be stored in the high frequency zones. For new 

launched articles that without sales record, they are firstly stored in low frequent zones, as time 

goes by, they will be adjusted according to their selling record. Half pallets are stored in the 

ground level of racks at conventional hall 2; however, the capacity is quite limited. Thus low 

frequent half pallets will be stored on the ground floor at warehouse 2.  New launched articles 

with half pallet classification will be firstly stored in warehouse 2; the placement will be 

adjusted if they become high frequency. 

For SILOs, stock week is used to calculate how many Euro or IKEA pallets can be stored into 

them. For example, if the stock week for articles in SILOs is set to 13 weeks, which means that 

the duration from these articles entering into SILOs until the last pallet of articles come out 

should not exceed 13 weeks. When new pallets arrive, they will be checked firstly if they can 

be stored in SILOs. If so, the amount of them for going to SILOs will be calculated. The 

calculation principle is like this: The IT system keeps the log of amount of the articles existing 

in SILOs, also their turnover rate per week (it‟s also calculated using the data for one month 

forward). The quotient of the amount and turnover rate is the weeks it takes to empty these 

articles from SILOs. If deducting the quotient from the defined stock week, the product of the 

remainder and turnover rate is the maximum amount that the SILOs can take in more of these 

articles. The amount for articles going into SILOs is calculated and checked every week by Mr. 

Range Responsible. For new launched articles that suitable for SILOs, normally 100-150 

pallets can be put away into SILOs. 

The fire class of articles is also a factor that will influence their placement. For example, the 

articles with fire class 4 can only be stored in areas with sprinkler system with a predefined 

capacity together with some other rules. 

5.1.7 Gate strategy 

When assigning unloading gate, where the pallets are going to be stored should be taken into 

consideration. The chosen gate should be as close as possible to the receiving MHA in order 
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that the total travelling distance at put away process can be as short as possible. The loading 

gates at warehouse 4 are located as close as possible to the SILO out-feed station in 

conventional hall 2. The reason for that is, in average, 80% of loading volume is coming from 

SILO conveyor. If 2 or more unloading/ loading assignments compete for the same gate, the 

one with shortest total unload/load time wins.  

Under current working method, the gates at conventional hall 2 in warehouse4 are divided for 

inbound or outbound use exclusively based on their relativities of location to in-feed and out-

feed SILO stations. The gates to the south near the in-feed station are mostly used for 

unloading and the others for loading. The following picture illustrates the detailed usage 

arrangement of all the gates.   

 
Figure 5.1 The gate arrangement map 

As can be seen from the picture above, gate 420 and gate 463 are not used as they are located at 

the corners, which are not convenient for docking a LU. Only gate 446 is used for both 

unloading and loading trucks. Normally, these gates are used based on these arrangements, 

however, it happens, though not quite often, that the inbound gates are assigned for loading 

when the regular loading gates are not available and vice versa. 

The inbound and outbound gate assignment tasks are handled by loading and unloading team 

leaders respectively. They make their own assignment decisions based on their own side 

situation, that‟s to say, the unloading team leader assigns an inbound gate when a LU comes 

according to the using situation of inbound gates. This leads to unbalanced usage of the gates, 

especially when one side needs more gates. 

5.2 Information flow 

The information flow in DC Älmhult is quite complex. They are using several IT systems to 

communicate with suppliers, stores as well as insiders. The following just demonstrates some 

part of the flow. 
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5.2.1 Inbound information flow 

The supplier should provide advising notice of the possible arrival time of loading units 

together with notification, which is a system advice of goods to be received. The advising 

notice of trucks should be done at latest 12:00 the day before they arrive. Containers are 

advised with a planned arrival date in the harbour. Wagons are preliminary advised by Green 

Cargo the day before expected arrival and a definite list of arriving wagons is coming in the 

same morning as they arrive. All the information will go to GTS system. 

Inbound planning starts 12:00 until 16:00, and it deals with all the next day‟s arriving loading 

units. All shipments and consignments are planned to the correct building and inputted in 

YMM (Yard Management system).  

5.2.2 Outbound information Flow 

The outbound information flow starts from the placement of orders from IKEA stores. The 

IKEA stores generate orders before 4:00 in the morning and the system will automatically 

generate trips based on the orders before 5:00. The outbound planning and tuning function 

work start from 6:00 to 16:00.  

There are four types of orders that outbound planning needs to deal with, which are 24-hour -

order, regular order, X-block order and transit order. 24-hour-order is this kind of order that its 

trip is planned; the LU comes and is loaded at the same day. Regular order is planned one day 

in advance and the LU is loaded the next day after planning. Transit order is planned two days 

ahead. X-block order is the order that its LU does not have fixed loading time. These orders are 

planned flexibly, as long as the LUs will not miss the train that will transport them, during the 

day to even out the outbound workloads. The orders from the following stores are X-block 

orders: stores in Norway, two stores in Stockholm, Älmhult store and Tastrup store in 

Denmark. 

Tuning function is responsible for solving the problems when the LU could not hold all the 

pallets or there is much space left in the LU. When there are pallets left, they are put pack into 

pre-defined MHA area waiting for next order, or the turning function arranges another LU to 

pick them up. When the LU has much space available, the function will suggest some other 

pallets to increase the filling rate of the LU.   

5.2.3 Internal hauler function 

The internal hauler team is responsible for transporting LUs such as containers, swap bodies, 

trailers etc. between combined terminal and warehouse. The combined terminal works as a 

transfer station for the LUs coming from and going to three places. One place is Helsingborg 

harbour. The full containers from China, India and some other supplier countries as well as 

empty containers from Iceland will be unloaded at the harbour and then transported by rail to 

combined terminal. When arrived, the internal hauler co-workers will transport these containers 

to warehouse for unloading or loading. For returning trip, the loaded LUs for Iceland and 

unloaded LUs will be transported to combined terminal, loaded to the wagons by crane and 

transported to Hersinborg harbour. The other two places are Stockholm and Norway. These 

two routes both have coming trip with empty LUs and returning trip with loaded LUs. 
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Figure 5.2 The work flow in Internal Hauler function 

5.2.4 The scanning processes involved in inbound and outbound flows 

There are many scans need to be done during the goods in and out processes. In current IT 

system that adopted by IKEA, the scans are necessary procedures. They are used to register the 

arrival of pallets, make sure the transporter picks the right pallet from the right place and to the 

right destination. They are also needed for second control, which will be explained later.  

5.2.4.1 Scanning processes in inbound flow 

Loading Unit
Unloading 

Area

SILOs

Racks

Scan GUR to 
start unloading

Scan each pallet 
coming out of LU

Auto scanning

Manually scanning  
Figure 5.3 Inbound flow scanning processes 

When the LU is ready for unloading, the unloader needs to scan the barcode on GUR list to get 

shipment information. After that, for each pallet he picks from LU, he needs to scan the 

barcodes on the label that attached to the unit load to register it. There are normally three 

barcodes, which represent unit load ID, article number and supplier number respectively, so the 

unloader needs to scan three times per unit load to register. When transporter puts away the 

pallets, if the pallets are going to SILOs, he just needs to drop the pallet into the in-feed 

conveyor, the scanners attached on conveyor will scan the pallet automatically; if the pallets 

are going to racks, he has to scan each by himself. 
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5.2.4.2 Scanning processes in outbound flow 
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Figure 5.4 Outbound flow scanning processes 

After transporter picked the pallet from Silos‟ out-feed station, he needs to scan the pallet 

manually if he drives normal forklift. There are forklifts with sensor which can get the 

information from the station when the pallet is picked. However, only couples of them 

equipped with the sensor, so most of the time the transporter need to perform the scan 

manually. For pallets picked from racks, they also need to be scanned manually by transporter. 

Each time when entering to the loading area, the transporter needs to scan the gate barcode that 

hangs from the ceiling or attached to the wall near the gate, to register that the pallet is 

dispatched into the loading area. When loading starts, the loader firstly needs to scan one pallet 

to get the information about all the pallets within this area. By this way he has a general idea of 

which pallet to load first. Then every time when he picks one pallet to LU, he needs to scan it 

to register that this pallet is put into LU. 

5.3 Inbound Process 

5.3.1 Goods receiving 

Below is a figure displaying the overview of goods receiving processes. The detailed activities 

will be explained later on. 

Transport ID from 
GTS

Assign gate and area Unload the transport Release the gate

Second control Deviation “Gate checker” Release assignments

 
Figure 5.5 Goods receiving processes 

One loading unit (truck, container or wagon) arriving to warehouse is defined as a transport in 

Astro. In addition, each transport has one unique transport ID. A transport consists of several 

shipments, which in turn consist of one or several consignments. In Astro each consignment 

only covers one consignment line which represents the advised quantity of articles from a 

supplier.  
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5.3.1.1 Take in the LU and assign gate  

The following procedure applies to trucks and containers. Taking in wagon requires another 

procedure, which will not be explained here.  

On arrival, the driver presents him/herself together with LU (loading unit) documentation at the 

gatehouse. The co-worker in gatehouse will firstly check whether this LU was scheduled for 

the day and time slot, then he will check if all the documents are right. When everything is 

right, he will register the information into warehouse management systems. He then informs 

the Unloading Leader about the arrival. Unloading leader will assign gate for this LU in the 

system. When this is done, gatehouse co-worker informs the driver to drive the LU into the 

security. There the driver shows the documentation to the security and get gate no. from him. 

With the gate information, the driver drives the LU into the right gate.  

The security breaks the seal and checks the information in YM – Seal status and any deviation 

is entered into system. The internal driver will ensure that the LU is placed correctly. It should 

be at the right distance from the gate and all the legs should be locked and in the right position 

for swap bodies. 

 
Figure 5.6 The procedure of taking in trucks 

5.3.1.2 Unload the transport 

Once the LU is unsealed and passed the check, it is ready for unloading. The unloader firstly 

scans the shipment number on the GUR list given by unloading leader. Upon unloading, the 

first pallet will be scanned to get the article number and supplier information. After that 

unloader can unload the unit loads.  

The unloading processes are different depending on the state and storing destination of unit 

loads. If the unit loads are pre-palletized (here pre-palletized means the unit load is wooden-

palletized and strapped as well) by supplier, they will be picked and dropped to the gate area 

directly. Unit loads with half pallet class will be treated like pre-palletized unit loads, as they 

are stored on the group floor and don‟t need to be palletize nor strapped. For the unit loads that 

are not pre-palletized, there are two scenarios depending on the schedule. If the LU needs to be 

cleared as soon as possible, the unloader will firstly put the unit load on to the wooden-pallet 

(to palletize it) and then straighten it on the area. After all the unit loads are palletized, the 

unloader or another co-worker needs to transport the palletized unit loads to the semi-automatic 
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machine or automatic machine, depending on the position of the area and which machine is idle 

at the time, get them strapped and return them back to the area. When there is no hurry to 

empty the LU, the unloader can palletize and strap the unit loads at the same time i.e. he can 

palletize one or more unit loads, transport them for strapping and return them back. However, 

there is an exception for unit loads that go to SILOs, they don‟t need to be strapped before put-

away. Nevertheless, they can be strapped if there is enough time or when the automatic 

machine is busy. Once the LU is emptied, the unloader or someone else cleans the LU and then 

closes the gate. After that, unloader needs to sign one document to finish this unloading. When 

the LU leaves, the gate is released manually. 

5.3.1.3 Second control and release assignments 

As mentioned previously in the information flow, for each unit load coming out of LU, the 

unloader needs to scan three times per unit load to register. Once all the unit loads are unloaded 

and registered, the unloader needs to confirm the quantity by entering the number into system. 

It there is a deviation, a report needs to be done to GTS. “Gate Checker” happens only when 

the area is full before the LU is emptied.  When there is no problem, the put away assignment 

is released.  

5.3.2 Put away 

Put away is the process of removing of pallets from the unloading area to racks, SILOs for 

storing or buffer areas for transiting or cross docking, based on range arrangement and inbound 

planning.  

For pallets going to SILOs, the put-away process is comparably easy. If the pallets have 

already been strapped, the transporter will transport them to the in-feed station with batch size 

2 or more and in-feed pallets into inbound station one by one. At the inbound station, there is 

one conveyor without strapping machine attached to it, which is especially used for taking in 

strapped pallets. However, the other two conveyors with strapping machine can also be used 

for transporting strapped pallets, as long as the strapping machine is turned off in advance. If 

the pallets are not strapped, transporter needs to put them into the conveyor with strapping 

machine. The transporter doesn‟t need to scan the pallets when he puts away these SILO 

pallets, as the pallets will be scanned during the transportation on conveyor. One thing worth 

noting is that, if one gate area needs to be emptied imperatively, the entire SILO pallets can be 

firstly put into the buffer area near the in-feed station and then picked and dropped to 

conveyors. 

For pallets going to conventional racks, there are two modes used in the put-away process, 

which are manual move mode and multi-cycle mode.  

In manual move mode, the transporter can make a manual decision on which gate area he goes 

to and which pallet or pallets he will pick up. He scans the pallet and the destination 

information will show on the screen, he then transports the pallet there, put it into the chosen 

location. When this is done, he needs to input the verification number on the beam of that rack 

to confirm that he has put away a pallet into the right place.  

In multi-cycle mode, the transporter will get the assignments showed on forklift screen that are 

suggested automatically by Astro system. The system will combine and sort assignments of 

different types and from different queues, based on predefined priorities and logic. The system 

allows the transporter to execute the assignment depending on where he is and where he is 

going. Multi-cycle is used to optimize full forklift operational movement, i.e. that the 

transporter should drive with empty forklift as less time as possible. As in manual move mode, 
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there is always in one direction that forklift is empty. The scenario for manual move is the 

transporter picks one pallet from the unloading area, transport it to rack and return with empty 

forklift to the unloading area or another one. In multi-cycle mode, when the transporter finished 

putting away one pallet, he will get one assignment from the system, which can be a 

replenishment assignment or dispatch one, that is nearest to his current position. With the 

assignment, he goes to that place, pick the pallet and transport it to the new place where he will 

get another assignment. 

Multi-cycle mode improves the internal operation efficiency and creates an even flow. 

However, there are some special cases when it is more effective to use manual move mode. For 

example, when the unloading areas need to be emptied quickly or the dispatch assignments 

need to be done as soon as possible. 

5.4 Outbound Process 

As the outbound process is not the focus of this thesis, a general description of it is done to give 

reader a brief introduction. 

The outbound process namely dispatch is much easier than goods in process. When the 

unloading gate and area are assigned, the dispatch assignment starts. As the orders from stores 

don‟t comprise all full pallets of articles, the piece picking assignments have to be done to meet 

the orders. Piece picking assignment is to combine several amounts of one or more kinds of 

articles from full pallets into a new pallet, which is called picked-pallet. Thus, the dispatch 

involves piece-picking process and transporting picked pallets as well as full pallets into 

loading areas.  

The full pallets for an order may come from SILOs or racks. For pallets coming out SILOs, the 

transporter will pick the pallet from outbound conveyor, scan it and transport it to the 

unloading area. For pallets from racks, the transporter can perform the transportation work in 

manual move mode or in multi-cycle mode. When all the picked and full pallets for an order 

line are ready in the loading area, they will wait there for the LU. Once the LU is ready, the 

loader will load them to the LU.  
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6 Analysis and Solutions 

The analysis part of the thesis is developed based on VSM which is described in the theoretical 

frame work. However, the fourth step of VSM i.e. action plan and implementation is not 

requested by the company due to limited time of the project and therefore is not presented in 

this thesis. Moreover, some adaptations have been made when applying VSM method to 

simply the problems and meet the characteristics of material handling processes. The analysis 

will be conducted following the steps of the research questions as below: 
1. How can we describe the current inbound processes of the target material handling 

production in DC Älmhult by using VSM? 

2. What wastes can we identify from the current state VSM? 

3. How can we eliminate the wastes? 

6.1 Question 1 

How can we describe the current inbound processes of the target material handling 

production in DC Älmhult by using VSM? 

To answer this question, the first two steps of VSM should be conducted. Product families 

should be firstly identified and then a current state VSM will be performed accordingly. 

6.1.1 Identify product families. 

A production family is a group of products that goes through similar sequence of final 

processing steps and machines. The authors have identified five product families based on the 

understanding of the current production processes, which are shown in the table below: 

 

 Operation 

Pallet Type or Flow Type 
Palletize Manual 

strap 

Auto strap From-to 

racks/buffers 

From-to 

SILO 

SILO A X  X  X EP, normal size IP 

SILO B X X   X EP, normal size IP when 

conveyor strapping machine is 

a bottleneck 

SILO C     X Pre-palletized pallets/ future 

scenario 

RACK A X X  X  Oversized EP & IP / overstock 

weeks EP & IP 

RACK B    X  HP / Transit  / Cross docking / 

Pre-palletized pallets/ future 

scenario 

Table 6.1 5 Product Families 

 

 SILO A: Euro and IKEA pallets go into SILO through all existing processes 

 SLLO B: It is a variant of SILO A when auto strapping machine is a bottleneck  
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 SLLO C: Euro and IKEA pallets put away directly into SILO without getting 

palletized or strapped 

 Rack A: unit loads including half pallets, oversized IKEA and Euro pallets etc. Those 

are put away into racks through all existing processes. 

 Rack B: unit loads including half pallets, oversized IKEA and Euro pallets etc. those are 

put away into buffers directly with no further operations.  

In this thesis project, we select two product families that are SILO A and RACK A as our 

targets products. In the following texts, SA will represent SILO A and RA will stand for RACK 

A 

6.1.2 Identify work elements and make a time study  

Looking into the production i.e. material handling process in the warehouse, we can see that 

every operator repetitively performs a set of discrete steps, called work elements, which in a 

variety of combinations, comprise the daily production activities in the warehouse. 

In order to create a current state VSM, the work elements for the selected product families i.e. 

SA and RA must be identified respectively and then a time study for the work elements as well 

as machines will be carried out. 

By shop floor visit and observation as well as the discussion with related staffs, the following 

work elements have been identified. Then, following the instruction composed by Mike Rother 

and Rick Harris (2001), a time study has been conducted by carefully and repetitively 

measuring each work element with a stop watch on the shop floor. The table shown below 

demonstrates the work elements and their relevant motions and CT. 
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Table 6.2 Work elements and their relevant motions and CT 

One important characteristic of material handling operations is that some non-value-added 

movements such as returning, necessary adjusting are inherently parts of the work content that 

cannot be eliminated in practice. As a result, we choose to use effective CT, which takes the 

NNVA (Necessary but non-value adding activities) motions into account, as the measurement 

of operators work elements. Similarly, effective CT is adapted to measure machines with 

loading and unloading time included. 

For example, the CT for palletizing is 18-22 seconds. It indicates that when an operator 

continuously palletizes a number of items, his output rate is one palletizing operation in every 

18-22 seconds. The non-value-adding movements such as turning back to take the next item, 

adjusting forklift, are included in the CT.    

From the table we can see that three work elements Palletize, Feed in conveyor and Pick-Drop 

share the same CT. This is because those three operations are actually composed of similar 

movements. However, in order to clarify the problems, they must be distinguished from each 

other.  

Internal transport in warehouse is a work element also, whose CT is determined by forklift 

speed and travel distance. In this thesis, to simplify the problem, we set one round trip of a 

 work elements Motions Time (second) 

Material 

Handling 

Palletize pick up one item-hold it and turn 90-180 

degree-adjust-place the item on a wooden 

pallet-turn back 

18-22 

Feed in conveyor pick up one item-hold it and turn 90-180 

degree-adjust-place the item on the 

conveyor-turn back 

18-22 

Pick and Drop pick up one item-hold it and turn 90-180 

degree-adjust-drop the item on the ground-

turn back 

18-22 

Internal Transport  (manual  

cycle) 

Hold items (1-4 pallets)-transport from 

point A to point B-return from point B to A 

2*distance /speed 

Scan labels grab the scanner-aim labels (1-4 items)-

scan labels-replace the scanner 

2-5 

Machine Semi Strapping machine 1 

(inbound side) 

Conveyor feeds the item-strapping-

conveyor removes the item. 

46 

Semi Strapping machine 2 

(outbound side) 

Conveyor feeds the item-strapping-

conveyor removes the item. 

46 

Conveyors strapping 

machine 1 (multifunction) 

Conveyor feeds the item-strapping-

conveyor removes the item. 

40 

Conveyors strapping 

machine 2 ( for EP only) 

Conveyor feeds the item-strapping-

conveyor removes the item. 

22 

SILO elevator Conveyor feeds the item-elevator down-

conveyor remove the item-elevator up 

35 
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transport as a work element and the pick-and-drop operation is separated from internal 

transport. 

When analyzing certain work element or machine, one important factor to consider is how 

many items can be processed simultaneously at that operation each time. It is given the name 

Cycle Capacity (CC) in this thesis. For example, according to the observation, one forklift can 

normally carry 1-4 pallets in a single trip during internal transport depending on pallet types 

and operation requirements. Thus the maximum Cycle Capacity for internal transport is 4 

pallets. As a result, the pick-and-drop movements following the internal transport will have the 

same CC. The capacity of the elevators is 2 pallets each time. All the other processes can deal 

with only one piece during each cycle. (See the table below) 

 

Work Elements Cycle Capacity  (CC) 

Palletize 1 

In-feed conveyor 1 

Internal Transport 1-4 

Pick and Drop 1-4 

Scan labels 1 

Strapping machine for RA 1 

Conveyors strap machine 1 

Table 6.3 Work elements with their cycle capacities 

 

Therefore, when calculating cycle time of an operation for certain LOT size (LOT CT), the 

formula can be followed as below:  

 

 

 

 

6.1.3 Current state VSM for DC Älmhult, IKEA 

The current production processes in DC Älmhult can be described with the assistance of VSM. 

The following symbols are used to construct the VSM. 

 

Figure 6.1 VSM symbols used within this thesis    

 

A. Processing Box: production operation filled with operation name, Cycle Time (CT) 

and number of pallets processed (LOT) 

CT= 

A B D C E 

LOT CT=CT*LOT/CC  

(Taking the value 1 if LOT/CC<1; 

Integer portion +1 if LOT/CC has a remainder) 
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B. Inventory symbol: consists of number of pallets in between two processes and 

waiting time the inventory stands for. In this thesis, it indicates interruptions 

including pick and drop, waiting and buffering between processing steps. Number 

of pallets represents the LOT size from the upstream to the downstream processes 

and the time under the symbol refers to how long the interruption lasts. If the 

waiting time is 0, it means no interruption between the two operations. 

C. Operators:  in our case are the forklifts driven by co-workers. 

D. Arrows: show the direction of flow. 

E. Machine automatic cycling: it refers to automatic operation by strapping machines, 

conveyors and elevators etc. 

Due to the large variation of pallet types, volume and internal transport distance, it will be too 

complex to reflect all the scenarios taking place in the warehouse. However, since the purpose 

of the current state VSM is to describe the production processes and identify wastes among 

that, an illustration of typical cases will give an overview as intended. The typical case given 

for SA and RA is described as follows: 

1) Unloading operations are assigned to Gate 451 for SA and 456 for RA 

2) Based on the real datum, the mean speed of internal transport is 2m/s approximately. 

Route-Distance matrix for the case is demonstrated in the table below: 

Truck-Doorway 10m 

Doorway-Front Bay 
10m 

Truck-Bay 
20m 

Bay-Conveyor 
20m 

Bay/Doorway-Semi Strapping machine1 
20m 

Table 6.4 The Route-Distance matrix for the case 

3)  There are 40 pallets in the LU from supplier 

4) All SA pallets are Euro pallets  

5) CC =2 for internal transport  

6) No unplanned disturbance which may, in reality, be caused by e.g. defects, quality or 

quantity problems and machine downtime etc. 

7) No other consignments are competing for the facilities such as strapping machines 

conveyors and elevators etc.  

 

The figure below is the current state VSMs for each selected product families (Please refer to 

Appendix II and Appendix III for clear figures). 
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Figure 6.2 Current state SILOA VSM 

 
Figure 6.3 Current State Rack A VSM 

6.1.4 Process analysis of the current state VSM 

Based on the case above, the analysis will be developed for SA to RA separately. 

Inbound process starts from the arrival of LU with 40 EPs. The LU arrives and is piloted to the 

Gate 451. A series of setup and preparation actions e.g. checking documents and open gate will 

be finished before the real work.  
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Production lead time of 40 pallets=2160+44*20=3040 seconds 

Operator time=2160+841.54+880=3881.54 seconds 
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Unloading RACK (1 Operator Scenario) 

Production lead time = 6310 seconds 
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Gate Turnover Time=6310 seconds +Multicycle 
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As shown in the current VSM, the first step for both product families is to unload a batch of 

pallets (2 pallets in this case) from the LU to the ground of the doorway and scan the pallets 

during unloading. Then the co-worker will palletize the unloaded articles one by one. As the 

hypothesis, the forklift can unload 2 pallets each time. The work elements involved in the step 

are transport, pick-and-drop, scanning and palletizing. After this step, SA and RA will pass 

through different processing paths.  

SA The second step for SA is to get straightened to the inbound bay. After palletizing, the 

articles will be transported from the doorway to the front-end of the inbound bay in order to 

empty the space for unloading the next batch. This step consists of transport and pick-and-drop 

operation. The first two steps of SA are named unloading process and usually performed by 

only one operator sequentially. Under current working method, other co-workers cannot put 

away the articles to SILO until all the 40 pallets have gone through the loading process. 

Therefore, one dummy operation „bay buffering‟ has been created implying waiting time of the 

40 pallets between the unloading and the put-away processes. Hence the CT of the dummy 

operation is the total time to accomplish all of its upstream tasks. 

The third step is putting away the articles to SILO. Assuming the work elements are allocated 

to the operators in split pattern, which means one co-worker transports the articles to the 

inbound conveyor station where another co-work fills in the conveyor simultaneously. The 

pallets will then, following the conveyor, get automatically scanned and strapped and finally 

put away to the SILO. Work elements of operators involved in this step are transport and pick-

and-drop, and in-feed operation. 

As shown in the table below, according to the current working method, the first two steps are 

processed in the manner of batch production with the batch size of 40 items and therefore can 

be regarded as one work station (unloading). In unloading process, all the tasks are performed 

by one operator and thus in accordance with sequential processing. The LOT size for each 

cycle in this Cell is 2 pallets in line with transport LOT. 

As sequential processing, we can calculate the CT of unloading process by summing the CT of 

all the operations involved. Hence, we have  

CT of Unloading=SUM (LOT CT of each operation) = 9+20+10+40+9+20 =108 seconds 

Buffering time=Production Lead Time=Operator Time= CT of 

Unloading*Batch/CC=108*(40/2) =2160 seconds  
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Table 6.5 Time calculation table for SA inbound 

The third step involves two operators and a combination of machines connected by a conveyor 

system. As described above, one operator transports 2 pallets each time from the inbound bay 

to the conveyor area while the other operator is feeding pallets into the conveyor. Meantime the 

pallets constantly get strapped and then put away by the strapping machine and the elevator 

respectively. As thus, the two operators and the machines as a whole can be considered as one 

work cell (Put-away) in a manner of Parallel Processing. Because the CC of elevator is 2 

pallets, for highest efficiency, the whole inbound conveyor system is designed to deal with 2 

pallets for each cycle while pallets are continuously fed in. Therefore the LOT CT of Put-away 

is equal to the longest LOT CT among the operations i.e.44 seconds from auto strapping. 

Similarly, we have 

Production Lead Time of put-away= LOT CT of Cell B*Batch/CC=44*40/2=880 

Looking into the operator time in put-away process, because the internal transport does not 

need to wait for the processes from upstream or downstream, it is simple to calculate his 

operation time by  

Operator Time=Processing time*Batch/CC=42.077*40/2=841.54 seconds 

However, because the machine cycling time is slower than that of the in-feed operator, in 

another word, the machine combination is a bottleneck; the operator has to wait 4 seconds for 

every two pallets. Therefore, we have production time of the in-feeding operator by 

Operator Time=44*40/2=880 seconds 

, of which 80 seconds is waiting time. 

According to those calculations above, we can reach the following important parameters as 

efficiency indication of the current inbound production for SA  

Gate Turnover Time=2160+841.54=3001.54 seconds 

Production Lead Time=2160+880=3040 seconds 

Operator time=2160+841.54 +880=3881.54 seconds 

 

Operation CT CC LOT  LOT/CC
Number of operators 

or machines
LOT CT 

Sequential 

Cycle Time

Transport Truck-

Doorway
9 2 2 1 9

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Manual Scanning 5 1 2 2 10

Palletising 20 1 2 2 40

Transport Doorway-Bay 9 2 2 1 9

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Unloading 108 2 40 20 2160

Transport Bay-

Conveyor Station
22.077 2 2 1 22.077

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Feed-in Conveyor 20 1 2 2 1 40 40

Auto Strapping 22 1 2 2 1 44 44

Put-

away to Silo (Elevator)
35 2 2 1 1 35 35

Put-away  44 2 40 20 880

108

Put-away 

SILO

INBOUND

Unloading
1

1 42.077
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RA The second step for RA is to get pallets strapped by the strapping machine. RA pallets will 

be transported to the strapping machine and then taken back and to the inbound bay for the 

second control i.e. bay buffering. Work elements for operators in the step are internal transport, 

in-feed and pick-and-drop movements in between the operations. 

After all the 40 pallets have been straightened out to the inbound bay from the strapping 

machine, the third step starts. The pallets will be transported and put away to racks by other 

forklifts through „multi-cycle‟ approach, normally one item each time. The operator must scan 

each pallet before putting them away. 

By same working method as SA, the third step cannot get started until all the 40 pallets have 

gone through the first two steps. Therefore all the processing steps prior to the third step can be 

regarded as a work cell (RACK UNLOADING) with the batch size of 40 pallets. As a normal 

situation in reality, given one operator performs all the tasks, the CT of Rack Unloading is 

complied with sequential processing. As assumption, the LOT size is 2 pallets for each cycle, 

thus we have 

CT of Rack Unloading =SUM (LOT CT of each operation) 

=4.5+20+10+40+9.3275+20+40+92+40+19.6715+20=315.499 seconds 

Similarly as SA, we can then come to the following results for the unloading process: 

Buffering time=Production Lead Time=Operator Time 

=CT of Rack Unloading*Batch/CC=315.499 *40/2=6309.98 seconds  

In the cell Rack Unloading, since the pallets will be transported in both directions between the 

bay and the strapping machine, we measure the cycle time for only single trip of each section 

on the internal transport path. 

As a sequential processing cell, waiting time of the operator is created by the strapping 

machine, because the operator cannot take the pallets back until they are strapped. It means the 

operator has to wait 92 seconds for the strapping machine every two pallets. Converting into 

formula, we have  

Total Waiting time for strapping machine=92*40/2=1840 seconds 
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Table 6.6 Time calculation table for RA inbound  

According to the table above, we can reach the following important parameters as efficiency 

indication of current production of RA Unloading process  

Production lead time = 6310 seconds 

Operator time=6310 seconds 

Gate Turnover Time=6310 seconds +Multi-cycle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operation CT CC LOT  LOT/CC

Number of op

erators or 

machines

LOT C

T 

Sequential 

Cycle Time

Truck-Doorway(Single trip) 4.5 2 2 1 4.5

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Manual Scanning 5 1 2 2 10

Palletizing 20 1 2 2 40

Transport Doorway-

Strapping machine (single trip)
9.3275 2 2 1 9.3275

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Load strapping machine 20 1 2 2 40

Auto Strapping 46 1 2 2 92

Unload strapping machine 20 1 2 2 40

Transport Strapping machine-

Bay-Truck(single trip)
19.6715 2 2 1 19.6715

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

RACK UNLOADING 315.499 2 40 20 6309.98

R

A

C

K

 

U

N

L

O

A

D

I

N

G

1 315.499
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6.2 Question 2 

This part is to answer our 2nd research question: What wastes can we identify from the current 

state VSM? 

Wastes

Excess Pick and DropOperator Waiting Time

Inefficient Transport

Slower Strapping

Sequential Processing

Single Cycle

Decoupled Conveyor
Excess Travel

Bad Gate Steering
Low Gate 

Turnover Rate

Bay Buffering

Round Trips
Bay Strapping 

Machine

Bay Buffering

Strapping Machine
Position

Decoupled Palletizing 
and In-feeding

`Transport Breaks

Bay Buffering

Palletize
In-feed Conveyor

 
Figure 6.4 Fish bone diagram with identified wastes and their roots 

A fish bone diagram has been developed to identify wastes and their roots. There are three 

main wastes, as the authors‟ perspective, throughout the whole process of the production of the 

target product families. They are excess pick and drop, waiting time and inefficient transport. 

6.2.1 Excess pick and drop 

Any pick and drop movements that can be eliminated from the processing steps are what the 

authors consider as excess motions i.e. waste. As shown by the current state VSM, pick and 

drop movements are spread out the whole productions of SA and RA. They are interruptions of 

material flows and non-value-added works of operators. 

As seen in the VSM, where there is a transport break, there is a pick and drop. The transport 

disruptions are caused by other operations or processes. Under current situation, the main 

causes are palletizing, bay buffering and conveyor loading. Therefore we can eliminate excess 

pick and drop by creating consistent transport. 

On the other hand, as mentioned, palletizing and conveyor-in-feed operations are actually the 

same motions as pick and drop but compulsory tasks. Hence we can try to remove some of 

these works by coupling them into one operation.  

Based on the case of the VSM, the table below shows the datum in relation to pick and drop 

times including palletizing and in feeding each time throughout the whole production. In our 

case pick and drop takes place 7 times and 9 times every two pallets for SA and RA 

respectively. The whole batch of 40 pallets will take 2800 seconds and 3600 seconds to 

perform those pick and drop movements on SA and RA respectively. 
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 Frequency LOT CT Total operation time 

SA 7 140 2800 

RA 9 180 3600 

Table 6.7 Total pick and drop time for SA and RA 

6.2.2 Operator waiting time 

During shop floor visits, it is frequently observed that a forklift stands still with an article held 

above the inbound conveyor or the strapping machine, or the forklift stops aside waiting for 

articles coming out of  a strapping machine. 

In the authors' opinion, the production time should be always assigned to some value added 

works rather than just waiting and thus operator waiting for machining cycling is a pure non-

value-added activity which should be removed from the production processes. There are two 

situations of waiting time for the two product families.  

For production of SA, operators have to wait for in the inbound conveyors when feeding 

pallets. As previous description, due to faster CT, feeding operators have to wait for the 

inbound conveyor system 4 seconds every two pallets. In this case, it turns out 80 seconds 

waiting time for a batch of 40 pallets. 

Another occurrence of waiting is identified from strapping machine of RA. Under current 

inbound method, RA are transported and loaded to the strapping machines and then after 

getting strapped, unloaded and taken back to the inbound bay. In case the whole process is 

performed by one operator, after loading, she/he can do nothing but only wait until the articles 

come out of the strapping machine.  As mentioned in 'RA INBOUND' , the waiting time is 

equal to the machine CT which in our case is 92 seconds per two pallets i.e. 1840 seconds for 

the whole batch. 

6.2.3 Inefficient transport 

By inefficient transport we mean excess travel and empty forklift travel. 

Excess travel is a result of unnecessary paths that can be shortened or removed by suboptimal 

routes which the forklifts go through during internal transport. 

Under the current warehouse layout, for SA, since all the articles are put into or taken from the 

inbound or outbound conveyors, the gates close to the conveyors are the best options in terms 

of transport distance for loading or unloading. Therefore the faster those gates are emptied, the 

more consignments will be assigned close to the conveyors. In other words, the total transport 

distance will be shorter if the turnover rate of those gates is higher. However,  currently, many 

trucks have to be steered to other gates further from conveyors due to the low turnover rate 

which mainly caused by bay buffering process. 

Another root cause of excess travel is from the gate steering function which is done manually 

by loading and unloading leaders who are rotated among regular operators with uneven 

relevant skills. As a result, the effect of gate steering varies a lot depending on who is on duty. 

It implies that sometimes internal transport will go through longer distance than necessary due 

to a bad steering decision. What's more, since the loading and unloading leaders normally work 

individually back to back with little communication, it is difficult to reach an optimal gate 

usage between loading and unloading processes. 

http://dict.cn/occurrence
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The worst path of excess transport in our case is found between the bay and the strapping 

machines during the inbound operations of RA. All the articles have to travel through a round 

trip i.e. they are carried to the strapping machine and then must be taken back to the bay. The 

return trip, which is from strapping machine back to the bay, is caused by the working methods 

of bay buffering. It contributes nothing to the inbound process because the articles can be put 

away directly from the strapping machine. Therefore this trip is considered as unnecessary 

transport. 

while the trip from bay to strapping machine does not add any value either in contrast to the 

necessary internal transport such as put away or dispatch and also can be eliminated by certain 

layout design or process development. The round trip takes 20 seconds and 400 second for the 

whole batch of 40 pallets. 

Empty forklift travel: In our case, it particularly refers to the return trips between bays and 

inbound or outbound conveyors. As mentioned, returning movement is inherently a part of 

material handling process in the target production that cannot be removed. However, for a long 

distance transport, it will lose production efficiency significantly if a forklift travels back empty 

every time. In IKEA, the transport with empty return is called single or manual cycle in 

contrast to multi-cycle that refers to the transport with full forklift for around trip. The Internal 

transport between bays and inbound or outbound conveyors are currently performed in the 

matter of single cycle because the inbound and outbound conveyors are separated from each 

other with a long distance thus the travel distance will not be reduced by operating a multi-

cycle between the bays and the conveyors. Hence the single cycles lose up to 50% transport 

time in contrast to multi-cycle.  

6.3 Question 3 

How can we eliminate the wastes? 

By the wastes analysis, we can clearly see that the intermittent material flows is the root cause 

of excess pick and drop motions and waiting time. Hence a continuous flow should be created 

in order to eliminate those two wastes. 

On the other hand, the inefficient transport is mainly a logistics problem that will be solved by 

another method. 

6.3.1 Case study for creating continuous flow  

According to the theoretical frame work, there are six steps to create continuous flow. Since the 

first two steps i.e. 

1) Select a product family and draw a VSM of that. 

2) Identify work elements and make a time study for each work element from the selected 

product family. 

are already done in the analysis part and the last two steps are out of our thesis range, therefore 

here we will mainly concentrate on: 

3) Measure and configure machines, materials and layout for flow. 

4) Distribute the work to operators 
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6.3.1.1.1 For SA 

6.3.1.1.2 Process configuration 

The only machines used for processing SA are the inbound conveyor systems which consist of 

strapping machines, elevators and conveyors. Changing or moving the conveyors system will 

lead to the thorough change of the warehouse layout and require a huge amount of investment 

on time and money. Therefore for SA, the author will focus on how to distribute the work to 

operators in line with the current physical layout. 

According to the wastes analysis, we can eliminate some pick and drop movements by 

reconfiguration of the processes. In this thesis, the authors reconstruct process by coupling, 

removing or reordering the processes that are suggested as below. 

· Remove the bay buffering so as to transport article from truck directly to the conveyor 

area.  

· Palletize articles at the inbound conveyor area 

· (Optional) invest automatic pallet feeders on the inbound conveyors. 

The first two suggestions will remove two pick-and-drop movements from the inbound process 

each cycle. By the third suggestion, the feed and palletizing process will be coupled into one 

operation that will also save two pick and drop for each cycle. 

After the process reconfiguration, the future production flow is like the picture below; please 

refer to Appendix IV for bigger picture. 

 

Figure 6.5 The future production flow for SA 

Takt Time: Takt time is the customer demand rate for the finished units.  

The formula is Takt time=available work time/customer demand.  
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In our case, the available work time for certain LU is a variable which is determined by varied 

situations which demand different inbound speeds. 

Normally external trucks can wait at least 3 hours in the gate while containers or swap body 

can wait up to one day. However, during rush hours or high seasons, the bays must be emptied 

as fast as possible so that they can be used for the next LU. 

To illustrate the problem, we assume the available working time is 1500 seconds. Thus the takt 

time of inbound SA is calculated as 1500/40=37.5 seconds. It means that the output rate from 

this cell cannot be lower than one pallet every 37.5 seconds. In our case, since the cycle lot size 

is 2 pallets, the takt time then converts into 75seconds with the LOT=2. 

 Number of operator needed in the work cell=Total time of all work elements/takt time 

As seen in Table 6.8, the work element of 2 pallets (LOT) needed for inbound is 150 seconds. 

Thus the number of operator needed in the work cell is 150/75=2 persons 

6.3.1.1.3 Work element allocation among operators.  

There are two options, which are splitting works and circuit, for allocating work elements 

among the two workers. The splitting method will lead to a waiting time between the operators 

because the work elements do not take even cycle time. Therefore we choose to use circuit to 

distribute work elements. By the way of circuit, both two operators will go through all the work 

elements with the second operator following the first one. As a parallel processing, the average 

CT of the two operators is equal to 75 seconds which is faster than the machine CT 44 seconds. 

There will be no waiting time for the machine if the second operator starts at least 44 seconds 

later than the first one. 

 
Table 6.8 Time calculation for future SA flow 

The table above explains the future state VSM in contrast to that of the current state VSM, 

based on the table we have the parameters for future production efficiency calculated as below: 

INBOUND SILO A 

Gate turnover=Production lead time=1500 seconds 

Operator time=75*2*20=3000 seconds 

Number of operators=2 

TAKT TIME=75 

Operation CT CC LOT  LOT/CC
Number of operators 

or machines
LOT CT 

Sequential 

Cycle Time

Transport Truck-

Conveyor Station
40.077 2 2 1 40.077

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Manual Scanning 5 1 2 2 10

Palletise 20 1 2 2 40

Feed-in Conveyor 20 1 2 2 40

Auto Strapping 22 1 2 2 1 44 44

Put-

away to Silo (Elevat

or)

35 2 2 1 1 35 35

SILO A Inbound 75.0385 2 40 20 1500.77

2

SILO A 

Inbound

75.0385
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6.3.1.2 For RA  

6.3.1.2.1 Process configuration 

Following the same methods used in SA, we first make a reconfiguration of the RA processes.  

The suggested new process is shown as the picture below (please refer to Appendix VI for 

clearer one):

 

Figure 6.6 Future production flow for RA 

 Remove the bay buffering process  

 Create a new MHA where RA will get strapped and can be directly put away through 

multi-cycle as soon as strapping done. The two bays corresponding to Gate 459 and Gate 458, 

where the semi-strapping machine is placed, are recommended as the MHA due to its 

proximity to the unloading areas for RA. It will remove the pick and drop movements caused 

by bay buffering and at the same time will speed up the gate empty time and total production 

lead time. Combining the two bays together will make a space for temporarily unloading RA to 

the MHA when the strapping machine is stuck with fully unloaded pallets during peak hours 

and thus will achieve higher gate turnover rate. 

 Palletize articles at the new MHA. As explained, it will save one pick and drop movement 

due to the incessant transport. 

 Adding longer FIFO lanes. Because of the substantial variation of cycle times on both 

upstream and downstream processes of the strapping machine, it is recommended to extend the 

conveyors of the strapping machine i.e. to create longer FIFO lanes on both sizes of the 

strapping machine so that there will be more pallets can be kept on the conveyor when the 

strapping machine works. The FIFO lanes will maintain the production flow and significantly 

reduce the pick and drop (unloading strapping machine) works from the operators as well.  
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6.3.1.2.2 Work element allocation among operators 

Given the same assumption as SA, supposing available working time is 1500 seconds and thus 

takt time is 75 seconds for every two pallets. The total work element is 130 seconds. Thus we 

need at least 2 (130/75) operators in order to meet the takt time. For the same reason, we will 

use circuit method to distribute the work elements i.e. the two operators will both go through 

the whole route. 

Since the CT of strapping machine is greater than that of the two operators, a FIFO lane will be 

used to keep the flow between the two processes. Based on the formula:  

FIFO lane max = (Downstream CT – upstream CT) * Batch volume)/Downstream CT) 

We have the length of the conveyor calculated by (92-68.8275)*20/92=5.0375 LOT that is 

approx. 10 pallets. 

 

 
Table 6.9 Time calculation for future state RA  

The table above explains the future state VSM in contrast to that of the current state VSM, based on 

the table we have the parameters for future production efficiency calculated as below: 

RA UNLOADING  

Gate turnover time=69*20=1380 seconds 

Production Lead Time=92*20=1840 seconds 

Operator time=69*2*20=2760 seconds 

FIFO Lane Length=10 pallets 

TAKT TIME=75 seconds 

Number of operators=2 persons 

6.3.2 Solutions for decreasing inefficient transport 

Two solutions are suggested aiming at the main two causes of inefficient transport. One is an 

excel tool that can help co-work assign gate more optimized, the other is a proposal of 

reconfiguring the conveyor system. 

Operation CT CC LOT  LOT/CC

Number of op

erators or 

machines

LOT CT 
Sequential 

Cycle Time

Transport Truck-Strapping 

machine (New MHA)
27.655 2 2 1 27.655

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Manual Scanning 5 1 2 2 10

Palletizing 20 1 2 2 40

Load strapping machine 20 1 2 2 40

Auto Strapping 46 1 2 2 1 92 92

RACK UNLOADING 92 2 40 20 1840

68.82752

RACK 

UNLOADING 
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6.3.2.1 Route-Distance tool 

Based on the fish-bone analysis, one root cause of inefficient transport is from the gate steering 

function. The gate that assigned may not be the optimized one that can lead to minimized total 

travel distance for handling all the articles from the same LU. To assist the co-workers with 

better gate assignments, one excel tool is created. There are four steps in making the tool, 

which are explained in detail as follows: 

Step 1: Compile coordinates table  

The coordinates system is rebuilt in the DWG format file for the layout of the warehouse 4, 

provided by the company. Firstly, the left bottom corner of the conventional hall 2 is set as the 

original point (0, 0) on the map. To make it simple, we set the intersection point of the middle 

lines of the aisle and rack beam as the position where forklift will stop to put away or retrieve 

the pallets on the rack. In this manner, each position will face two rack columns from both 

sides of the aisle in most stances. With regard to the gates, we set the centre points of their 

corresponding gate areas as the positions where the forklift will pick up or drop pallets. In 

terms of in-feed and out-feed stations, we pick up one point for each as the position. For each 

of the point, we read and record its x and y coordinates relative to the original point. After that, 

we compile all the information into excel and get the coordinates table that consists of all the 

rack columns and their corresponding coordinates (Please refer to Appendix VII for the 

illustration). In the table, every rack column has a unique serial number representing them. 

Take 779-10 for instance, 779 is the rack bay number, which is the real bay no. used in 

warehouse 4, while 10 is the tenth column in this rack bay, which is set to differentiate it from 

other columns in the same bay.     

Step 2: Formulate function to find coordinates for specific rack column. 

The purpose of this step is to look up the x and y coordinates of one particular rack column 

from the compiled coordinates table using excel functions. To find the x coordinate, the 

compound array function INDEX (array, MAX ((expression)*COLUMN (reference))) is used, 

and for y coordinate, the compound array function INDEX (array, MAX ((expression)*ROW 

(reference))) is used. A look up table is built based on these two functions in excel. Though in 

the inbound flow, the storage locations for pallets from the same LU may not vary so much, as 

the articles are from the same supplier, the same order in most cases comprises pallets from 

many different rack locations in the outbound flow. Thus, in the Look Up table, we assume the 

pallets in one LU may go to or come from ten different rack locations. One more thing worth 

noting is that, as each rack column comprises seven levels at most circumstances, hence, 

theoretically speaking, one serial number can be referred to by seven storage locations. Hence, 

in the look up table, one column is set aside for inputting number of storage locations that refer 

to the same serial number. The following table illustrates the structure of the look up table. 
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No. Location X-Coordinate. Y-Coordinate 

3 804-18 153272 29124 

3 804-18 153272 29124 

3 779-22 27949 20847 

2 779-23 27949 17747 

3 779-24 27949 14647 

3 779-25 27949 11547 

4 779-26 27949 8447 

2 779-27 27949 5347 

1 805-25 171872 29124 

2 805-26 174972 29124 

20 SILO IN 83086 87839 

0 SILO OUT 210799 87839 

Table 6.10 Look up table 

Step 3: Calculate the single travel distance 

Generally speaking, if the coordinates of one gate point are (a, b) and the ones for rack point 

are (x, y), then the travel distance from the gate point to rack point equals to the sum of 

absolute values of (a-x) and (b-y). However, there are some exceptions for the racks 802-805. 

The travel distance from the gate, whose x coordinate lies between the x coordinates of the 

rack's left end and right end, to one of rack's storage location should be calculated in another 

way. For example, the travel distance from G1 (a, b) to R2 (x, y) on the map below should be 

the travel distance from G1 to E1(α,β) plus E1 to R2, which is the sum of absolute values of (a-

α),(x-α) and (b-y). For this kind of racks, we assume that the transporter will drive left if he 

locates to the left of the rack's middle point and drive right if to the right. In excel, the function 

(ABS()+ABS()) is used to calculate the travel distance for normal situation. Regarding the 

specific situation, it is a little bit of complicated. The logical functions like „if ‟ , and  „and‟ are 

included in the whole function to address different scenarios. The framework of the whole 

function is like this: if(and(),value if true, if(and(),value if true, value if false)). 

 
Figure 6.7 Demonstration of position setting and travel distance 
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Step 4: Create the table to compare the total travel distances from each gate to the same 

couples of locations.  

The „Route-Distance Table‟ (Please refer to Appendix VIII for illustration) is created based on 

the calculation functions compiled in the third step and the data derived from look up table. 

The table calculates the effective travel distance from each gate to each of the ten different rack 

columns as well as SILO in-feed station and SILO out-feed station. By calculating all the 

distances and summing them, we will know which gate will have the shortest total travel 

distance. For each gate assignment, the gate with the shortest total distance among the available 

and suitable gates can be allocated to gain the distance saving advantage.  

6.3.2.2 The validity and feasibility of this excel tool 

As mentioned in the first step, the coordinates table is compiled from the DWG file provided 

by the company. The file is the original layout map of warehouse 4, the overall arrangements of 

all the racks, gates and stations are exactly the same as the real layout. Hence, all the data in the 

table is valid. The single travel distance calculated in the table is the effective distance that the 

articles go through from start to destination. The return trip is not calculated because when 

multi-cycle mode is on, the co-worker will not commute between same two areas, he can be 

anywhere in the warehouse. Nevertheless, no matter which transport mode is on, the distance 

that one pallet from gate to storage location or vice versa is fixed. This excel tool is quite easy 

to use. Before assigning gate, the co-worker just need input all the storage locations for the LU 

into the look up table, and he will get the distance information on all the gates. He then can 

choose the gate with the minimized total travel distance among the available and suitable gates 

of the time. 

6.3.3 Proposal of reengineering the conveyor system 

As previously analysed, another reason of inefficient transport is the layout of conveyor 

stations at conventional hall 2. The in-feed station and out feed station are separated from each 

other which determines the gate usage strategy. There are two main disadvantages with current 

gate strategy, which lead to unnecessary and ineffective transports. Firstly, only single move 

mode is applicable for transporting SILO goods, as after the co-worker put away one or more 

pallets into the in-feed station, he has to return to the inbound bay with empty forklift for 

another trip. The return trip adds no value to the flow thus it is regarded as waste. The same 

problem exists in outbound flow of SILO goods. Another drawback exposes when there are 

more inbound flows and less outbound flow or vice versa. That‟s because when there are much 

more inbound flows and the gates that near the inbound station have been assigned, to take in 

more LUs, the gates that far from the inbound station will have to be used, which adds the total 

travel distance. To remove these shortcomings, redesigning the conveyor system could be a 

possible solution. 

The general idea of redesigning the conveyor system is to make the two sides of conventional 

hall 2 possess both inbound and outbound stations. According to the staff from facility 

department, the thought is technically feasible. It‟s easy to reengineer the north part where the 

current outbound station locates. As descripted in earlier chapter, there are two conveyors 

beneath the floor connecting with inside conveyor loop, changing the moving direction of one 

of the conveyors and its correspondent part on the floor will turn it into an inbound station. A 

strapping machine can be added to the inbound conveyor for taking in unpalletized articles. By 

this way, there will be one inbound station as well as one outbound station to the north side. To 

rearrange the conveyor system of the south part will be more complicated, as there is only one 

conveyor at the basement and it‟s impossible to add a new one at the canal due to the limited 
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space. Nevertheless, there is another way to realize the restructure. To the SILO2 side at the 

back of conventional hall 2, there is an elevator which can be connected to the conveyor inside 

the SILO2. The outbound station can be built at some place near the inbound station and 

connected to the elevator by conveyor. The following picture demonstrates the new structure 

on both sides. 

 
Figure 6.8 The new structure of conveyor system 

By implementing the new conveyor system, the gate usage strategy will be adjusted. The gates 

can be deployed more flexibly. Both inbound and outbound flows can be handled in both sides. 

In this way, when handling SILO goods, the co-worker can carry pallets in both trips. When 

there are more inbounds flows and less outbound flows or vice versa, both sides‟ gates near the 

stations can be assigned which will reduce quite a lot of travel distance compared to current 

gate strategy.  

However, though reengineering of the conveyor system is technically feasible, it could cost a 

lot. Due to time limitation of this project, the feasibility analysis of investment couldn‟t be 

conducted. Thus the idea just serves as a suggestion to the manager. 
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7 Production Simulation 

Case study is believed to be a good way to illustrate processes and develop models of the 

current production and expected continuous flow production. However, it has limitation to 

demonstrate dynamic production scenarios with variables among the production process. For 

that reason, a production simulation is developed by using MS Excel to reflect different 

production scenarios of both current and future production states and thus will help the 

production manager make comparison and find a relatively optimal production model. The 

simulation is developed for production of current inbound SA, current unloading RA, future 

inbound SA and future unloading RA respectively.  

One simulation sheet consists of three tables i.e. main table, input table and output table. The 

main table simulates the production processes and deals with the datum by the embedded 

formulas and logics. The „operation‟ column of the main table describes the work elements 

involved in the production and the process sequence from the top down. The first row defines 

the critical production parameters for those work elements. Here is the brief interpretation of 

the parameters. 

 CT (Cycle Time): cycle time of the work element which is measured through time 
study 
 CC (Cycle Capacity): Number of pallets that can be processed simultaneously 
under the process 
 LOT (LOT Size): Number of pallets assigned to the process 
 LOT/CC: Number of operations take place at the process 
 LOT CT (LOT Cycle Time): Operation time for one LOT of pallets at the process 
 Sequential Processing Time: Production time for a complete cycle of processes 
on one LOT  

The input table is the interface for users (production manager) to assign values for the variables, 

which are defined by the authors according to the given production scenarios and therefore may 

contain different variables in different simulation sheets. 

The simulation results will be displayed on the output table with pre-defined production 

indicators which are considered as important production parameters that also vary from one 

production scene to another. The detailed datum generated by a simulation can be checked 

from the main table. 

 

7.1 Simulations of current production   

On the basis of discussion and observation, there are two major production models for inbound 

SA (see tables Current SA Circuit and Current SA Split) and one production model for 

unloading production of RA (see table Current RA). The pre-defined variables and production 

indicators for input and output tables are the same for the models. 

The main difference of the two production models of SA lies in the put-away process. In case 

that more than one operator are assigned to the put away process, the first circumstance is the 

circuit pattern by which every operator will perform both internal transport and in-feed 

conveyor tasks with the next operator follows the first with a gap of a few stations (Simulation 

table inbound SA 1). While the other situation is in split pattern by which operators assigned to 

internal transport and feed-in conveyors separately (Simulation table inbound SA 2) 
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7.1.1 Predefined variables 

Transport Capacity refers to number of pallets that can be carried by one forklift each time 

during certain internal transport. In most cases, Transport Capacity depends on pallet size and 

type which can be traced by the system before the shipment arrives. However, in reality, there 

are also many other factors that could influence the Transport Capacity, so the production 

manager has to estimate the average number by his experiences. LOT size and Cycle Capacity 

of transport operations in the main table will be changed with and equal to this variable.  

Number of Operators stands for the amount of forklifts assigned to its corresponding tasks. The 

column will cover cross the task rows if the tasks (work elements) are or assumed to be 

processed in circuit pattern. For example, the first table demonstrates the scenario that the three 

tasks in the put-away process: transport (bay-conveyor station), pick and drop and feed-in 

conveyors are performed by two operators in circuit pattern while the second table indicates 

that the operators perform internal transport and in-feed operations separately. 

Total pallets is the number of pallets arrived in certain consignment that determines the total 

work load. The given pallets amount is 40 in the assumption. 

Gate No represents the specific gate to which the shipment is unloaded. The location will affect 

the travel distance of the pallets and thus will define the cycle time of the internal transports. 

Since the distance table is embedded into the simulation, the cycle time of internal transport 

between any two stations will be generated after inputting the gate no.  

7.1.2 Production parameters   

There are three parameters i.e. gate turnover time, production lead time and operator time 

selected as importance production indicators in the output tables of current production for SA 

and RA. 

Gate turnover time: Time frame from the beginning of the first shipment to the time when the 

gate is available for the next shipment 

Production lead time: Total inbound time of all the pallets 

Operator time: Summation of working time of all operators assigned, including waiting time 
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Figure 7.1 Current SA circuit  

 

 
Figure 7.2 Current SA Split 

Operation CT CC LOT  LOT/CC
Number of operators 

or machines
LOT CT 

Sequential 

Cycle Time

Transport Truck-

Doorway
9 2 2 1 9

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Manual Scanning 5 1 2 2 10

Palletising 20 1 2 2 40

Transport Doorway-Bay 9 2 2 1 9

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Unloading 108 2 40 20 2160

Transport Bay-

Conveyor Station
22.077 2 2 1 22.077

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Feed-in Conveyor 20 1 2 2 40

Auto Strapping 22 1 2 2 1 44 44

Put-

away to Silo (Elevator)
35 2 2 1 1 35 35

Put-away  44 2 40 20 880

 Unloading  Put-away Unloading

2 2 1 40 451

Gate turnover 

time

Production  

Lead Time
Operator Time

3040 3040 3920

Put-away

SILO INBOUND

PRODUCTION INDICATORS

Transport Capacity (LOT) Number of operators

2

INPUT VALUES FOR VARIABLES HERE

1 108

2 41.0385

Total Pallets

Put-away 

Gate No.

Unloading

Operation CT CC LOT  LOT/CC
Number of operators 

or machines
LOT CT 

Sequential 

Cycle Time

Transport Truck-

Doorway
9 2 2 1 9

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Manual Scanning 5 1 2 2 10

Palletising 20 1 2 2 40

Transport Doorway-Bay 9 2 2 1 9

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Unloading 108 2 40 20 2160

Transport Bay-

Conveyor Station
22.077 2 2 1 22.077

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Feed-in Conveyor 20 1 2 2 1 40 40

Auto Strapping 22 1 2 2 1 44 44

Put-

away to Silo (Elevator)
35 2 2 1 1 35 35

Put-away  44 2 40 20 880

 Unloading  Put-away Unloading
Internal 

Transport

Conveyor  

In-feed

2 2 1 1 1 40 451

Gate turnover 

time

Production  

Lead Time
Operator Time

3001.54 3040 3881.54

SILO

INBOUND

Unloading
1

1 42.077

PRODUCTION INDICATORS

Transport Capacity (LOT) Number of operators

108

INPUT VALUES FOR VARIABLES HERE

Put-away 

Total Pallets Gate No.
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Figure 7.3 Current RA 

7.2 Simulations of future production  

The simulations of future production are based on the solutions i.e. continuous production 

models. As automatic palletizing is an optional solution of future SA, simulation is developed 

for auto and manual palletizing respectively.  

7.2.1 Pre-defined variables 

There are six variables taken into the input tables for the simulation sheets of future production, 

that are gate turnover time, total pallets, LOT, gate No, number of strapping machines and 

number of  elevators, among that  total pallets and gate No are mentioned before and therefore 

will not be interpreted again. 

Preferred Gate Turnover Time as a result of the current production is an input variable here 

determined by the production manager who considers the level of urgency and the priority of 

certain shipments. Operators should make the gate available for the next shipment again no 

slower than the time. Gate turnover time here is also used as available work time for 

calculating Takt Time. 

LOT refers to LOT size i.e. how many pallets will be operated during each processing cycle. It 

is, in this case, determined by the transport capacity from the very beginning of the production. 

For example, as shown in the table „Future SA auto palletizing‟, if the incoming pallets are 

Euro Pallets which can be carried in average two each time by the forklift, the LOT size will be 

given as 2 to the input table. It indicates that there are two pallets processed at a time and 

moved directly from one process to the next. One processing step operates on only two pallets 

and provides it to the next step.  

Number of Strapping Machines and Elevators are taken into account in order to measure the 

machine capacity and the cycle time accordingly. When the production manager finds that the 

Operation CT CC LOT  LOT/CC
Number of operators 

or machines
LOT CT 

Sequential 

Cycle Time

Truck-Doorway(Single trip) 4.5 2 2 1 4.5

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Manual Scanning 5 1 2 2 10

Palletizing 20 1 2 2 40

Transport Doorway-

Strapping machine (single trip)
9.3275 2 2 1 9.3275

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Load strapping machine 20 1 2 2 40

Auto Strapping 46 1 2 2 92

Unload strapping machine 20 1 2 2 40

Transport Strapping machine-Bay-

Truck(single trip)
19.6715 2 2 1 19.672

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

RACK UNLOADING 315.499 2 40 20 6310

Transport Capacity 

(LOT)
Number of operators Total Pallets Gate No.

2 1 40 456

Gate turnover time Production Lead Time
Operator 

Time

6309.98+Multicycle 6309.98 6309.98

INPUT VALUES FOR VARIABLES HERE

R

A

C

K

 

U

N

L

O

A

D

I

N

G

1 315.499

PRODUCTION INDICATORS
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machines capacity becomes bottleneck as the workload increases, new investment or 

reallocation of the machine resources should be considered.   

7.2.2 Production parameters   

Six production indicators are selected into the output simulation sheet of the future production 

that are takt time, production lead time, actual gate turnover time, operator time, number of 

operator needed and FIFO lane length. Among that operator time and production lead time are 

mentioned and therefore only the other four parameters are interpreted as below: 

TAKT Time is calculated by the formula Takt time=available work time/customer demand. As 

mentioned, available work time is the preferred gate turnover time and the customer demand is 

equal to total pallets / LOT 

Actual Gate Turnover Time: since the preferred gate turnover time in the input sheet is the 

maximum available time, the actual outcomes of the simulation should be less or equal to this 

number. However, for the sake of practical usage, the simulation is designed to allow the 

number slightly larger than the preferred gate turnover time. 

Number of Operator needed suggests how many operators should be assigned to the given 

shipment following the formula: Number of operator needed in the work cell=Total time of 

all work elements/takt time. If the outcome of the calculation is not an integer, the simulation 

will check this logic: 

If OUTCOME<1, take 1  

Otherwise 

If OUTCOME> INT (OUTCOME) +0.3, take INT (OUTCOME) +1 or else take INT 

(OUTCOME) 

This logic might cause slight delay of the work but will avoid excessive overstaffing for the 

production. 

FIFO Lane Length is an important parameter for the future production of RA and is calculated 

by the formula: FIFO Lane Length = (Downstream CT – Upstream CT) * Batch 

Volume)/Downstream CT) 
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Figure 7.4 Future SA auto palletizing 

 

 
Figure 7.5 Future SA manual palletizing 

 

Operation CT CC LOT  LOT/CC
Number of operators 

or machines
LOT CT 

Sequential 

Cycle Time

Transport Truck-

Conveyor Station
40.077 2 2 1 40.077

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Manual Scanning 5 1 2 2 10

Feed-in Conveyor 20 1 2 2 40

AUTO Palletise 5 1 2 2 1 10 10

Auto Strapping 22 1 2 2 1 44 44

Put-

away to Silo (Elevat

or)

35 2 2 1 1 35 35

SILO A Inbound 55.0385 2 40 20 1100.77

Gate turnover 

time
Total Pallets LOT  Gate No.

1500 40 2 451

TAKT TIME

Production  Lead 

Time=Gate turnover 

time

Operator Time
Number of 

operators 

75 1100.77 2201.54 2

55.0385

1 1

INPUT VALUES FOR VARIABLES HERE

PRODUCTION INDICATORS

SILO A 

Inbound

2

Number of strapping 

machines
Number of  elevators

Operation CT CC LOT  LOT/CC
Number of operators 

or machines
LOT CT 

Sequential 

Cycle Time

Transport Truck-

Conveyor Station
40.077 2 2 1 40.077

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Manual Scanning 5 1 2 2 10

Palletise 20 1 2 2 40

Feed-in Conveyor 20 1 2 2 40

Auto Strapping 22 1 2 2 1 44 44

Put-

away to Silo (Elevat

or)

35 2 2 1 1 35 35

SILO A Inbound 75.0385 2 40 20 1500.77

Gate turnover 

time
Total Pallets LOT  Gate No.

1500 40 2 451

TAKT TIME

Production  Lead 

Time=Gate turnover 

time

Operator Time
Number of 

operators 

75 1500.77 3001.54 2

INPUT VALUES FOR VARIABLES HERE

75.0385

1 1

PRODUCTION INDICATORS

2

SILO A 

Inbound

Number of strapping 

machines
Number of  elevators
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Figure 7.6 Future RA 

 

7.3 One-piece flow scenario 

Our case study is based on the assumption that LOT=2. In daily production at the warehouse, it 

is rational for the forklifts to take as many items each time as they can for higher transport 

efficiency. However, as explained in the analysis part, transporting more than one piece will 

cause excessive pick and drop when dealing with palletizing and in-feeding conveyors, because 

the pallets must be dropped on the ground before palletizing or in-feeding. 

So comparing to one-piece flow, what are gained from taking more pallets each LOT will be  

(Number of pallets-1)*Transport CT-Pick and drop 

Thus the multi-pallets transport can be considered as a better option than one piece only when 

the gain is positive. 

In some cases, it could be more efficient to transport one-piece a time when the travel distance 

is short. 

Operation CT CC LOT  LOT/CC
Number of operators 

or machines
LOT CT 

Sequential 

Cycle Time

Transport Truck-Strapping 

machine (New MHA)
27.655 2 2 1 27.655

Pick and Drop 20 2 2 1 20

Manual Scanning 5 1 2 2 10

Palletizing 20 1 2 2 40

Load strapping machine 20 1 2 2 40

Auto Strapping 46 1 2 2 1 92 92

RACK UNLOADING 92 2 40 20 1840

Gate turnover 

time
Total Pallets LOT  Gate No.

1500 40 2 456

TAKT TIME Production  Lead Time
Operator 

Time

Number of o

perators 
Gate turnover time

75 1840 2753.1 2 1376.55

FIFO Lane Length

10.075

68.82752
RACK 

UNLOADING 

Number of strapping 

machines

INPUT VALUES FOR VARIABLES HERE

1

PRODUCTION INDICATORS



 

 

8 Conclusion  

Answers to the research questions 

How can we describe the current processes of the target material handling production in DC 

Älmhult, from goods in to goods out, by using VSM? 

The current processes of the selected product families have been described respectively by two 

current state value stream maps which can be seen in the analysis chapter. The value stream 

maps are created based on the typical cases which can reflect the overview of the process. 

What wastes can we identify from the current state VSM? 

Based on the current state VSM, three types of waste have been found among the current state 

production with the help of fish bone diagram. They are excess pick and drop, waiting time and 

inefficient transport. 

Excess pick and drop is caused by transport disruptions which are mainly from bay buffering 

and decoupled processes. Based on table below, we can identify excess pick and drop motion 

happens 2-4 times for every two pallets of SA and 4 times for that of RA. Waiting time mainly 

appears when strapping machine CT is shorter than that of operators. It takes 4 seconds and 46 

seconds for each pallet of SA and RA respectively. Inefficient transport is mainly from manual 

cycle and excess travel. 

 

Pick and drop Frequency 

SA Current 7 

SA Future 3-5 

RA Current 9 

RA Future 5 

Figure 8.1 Comparison of pick and drop frequency between current and future flow 

How can we eliminate the wastes? 

To eliminate the first two wastes, we create a continuously production flow following the steps 

mentioned in the theoretical frame work. The future value stream maps demonstrate how the 

continuous production looks like. Suggestions regarding creating continuous flow for SA and 

RA are as follows: 

The suggestions for improvements can be seen in the solution chapter. 

The table below shows the expected improvement based the future state VSM. 

 
SA RA 

LOT=2 Current Future Saved 
Saved in 

percentage 
Current Future Saved 

Saved in 

percentage 

Pick and Drop 140 60 80 41.24% 180 100 80 25.64% 

Waiting time 4 0 4 2.06% 92 0 92 29.49% 

Transport Truck-
Doorway 

  10 0 10 3.21% 

operator time 194 110 84 43.30% 312 130 182 58.33% 

Figure 8.2 Improvement by continuous flow 
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A route-distance table is developed to help the production manager decide the shortest 

transport route and thus increase the transport efficiency. A mixed conveyor layout is suggested 

to combine the inbound and outbound transport into a loop in order to decrease the empty rate 

of forklift in contrast to single cycle. 
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9 Future research 

The thesis work is a part of the project of process-in development in the distribution center. In 

the authors‟ opinion, the subject could be further explored in both width and depth dimensions.  

 To achieve overall efficiency for the whole distribution center, the range of the study could 

be extended to other product families, production scenarios and material flows such as 

transit flow, cross-docking flow, and pre-palletized articles and so on.   

 Future analysis could be conducted by looking into the whole material handling process 

with both inbound and outbound flows taken into consideration. 

 Value stream maps could be developed in a more specific way with information flow 

integrated. More elements could be added into the VSM, for example timelines, changeover 

time, setup time, machine or operator uptime and availability etc. 

 More advanced production simulation tools for instance Extendsim, Matlab and 

visualization software could be used to provide precise information and simulate 

complicated scenarios. 

 The thesis mostly provides a qualitative view of the internal transport. However the internal 

transportation problem is such a complicated subject that itself can be a big project. 

Operational research and lingo software can provide a quantitative analysis and more 

optimal solutions.   
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Appendix II Current State VSM for SA  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Transport (Truck-Doorway) & 

receipt scan  

C/T= 19/LOT (2) 

Palletize 

C/T=40 

/LOT (2) 

 

 
40 pallets / 0 sec  

0 sec 

 elevator Put 

away to SILO 

CT=35/LOT (2) 

Auto strap  

CT=44/LOT (2) 

 

Transport (Bay-

conveyor areas) 

C/T=22/LOT (2) 

Feed in 

conveyors and auto 

scan CT=40/LOT (2) 

 

Transport 

 (Doorway-Bay) 

CT=9/LOT (2) 

Bay Buffering: 

2160 / 40 pallets 

 

2 pallets 

 

 20 secs 

 

2 pallets 

 

0 sec 

 

2 pallets 

 

20 secs 

 2 pallets 

 

20 secs 
 

40 pallets 

 
0 sec 

 

SILO 

40 pallets / LU 

 

2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 

Incoming 

daily 

Suppliers 

INBOUND SILO Scenario 2 

Gate turnover =2160+841.54=3001.54 seconds 

Production lead time of 40 pallets=2160+44*20=3040 seconds 

Operator time=2160+841.54+880=3881.54 seconds 

 

 

Unloading *1 CT=108/LOT 

(2) 

2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 

2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 

 

PUT-AWAY *2  

CT=44/LOT (2) 
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Appendix III Current State VSM for RA 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strapping 

CT=92/LOT (2) 

 

Unloading *1 

CT=315.5/LOT (2) 

Transport (Truck-Doorway) & 

receipt scan  

C/T= 14.5/LOT (2) 

Palletize 

C/T=40 

/LOT (2) 

Load pallets 

C/T=40/LOT (2) 

 

 

Incoming 

daily 
 

2 pallets 

 

 20 secs 

 

Transport (Doorway-Strapping 

area) 

C/T=9/LOT (=2) 

Bay Buffering: 

6310 / 40pallets 

 

Transport (Strapping machine-

Bay-Truck )CT=20 / LOT（2） 

40 pallets / LU 

 

Suppliers 

2 pallets 

 

 20 secs 

 

2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 

2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 
2 pallets 

 

 40 secs 

 

2 pallets 

  20 secs 
 

 

 
40 pallets / 0 sec  

0 sec 

Unloading RACK (1 Operator Scenario) 

Production lead time = 6310 seconds 

Operator time=6310 seconds 

Gate Turnover Time=6310 seconds +Multicycle 

RACKS 

40 pallets 
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 CT=44/LOT (2) 
*2 CT=75/LOT 

(2) 

Transport (Truck-Conveyor 

Station) & receipt scan  

C/T= 50/LOT (2) 

Palletize 

CT=40/LOT (2) 

Incoming 

daily 
 

Feed in conveyors and 

auto scan CT=40/LOT (2) 

2 pallets 

 

 20 secs 

 

2 pallets 

 

0 sec 

 

SILO 

 

40 pallets / LU 

 

Suppliers 

INBOUND SILO FUTURE (Manual Palletizing) 

Gate turnover=Production lead time=1500 seconds 

Operator time=75*2*20=3000 seconds 

Number of operators=2 

TAKT TIME=75 

 

 

2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 

 elevator Put 

away to SILO 

CT=35/LOT (2) 

Auto strap  

CT=44/LOT (2) 

 

2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 

2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 

40 pallets / LU 

  

Appendix IV Future state VSM for SA (Manual Palletizing) 
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*2 CT=55/LOT (2) 
CT=44/LOT (2) 

Transport (Truck-Conveyor 

Station) & receipt scan  

C/T= 50/LOT (2) 

Incoming 

daily 
 

Feed in conveyors and 

auto scan C/T=40/LOT 

(2) 

 

 

SILO 

40 pallets / LU 

 

Suppliers 

2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 

 elevator Put 

away to SILO 

CT=35/LOT (2) 

Auto strap  

CT=44/LOT (2) 

 

2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 

2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 

40 pallets / LU 

  

 Eject Pallets 

C/T=10 

/LOT (2) 

2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 

2 pallets 

 

 20 sec 

 

INBOUND SILO FUTURE (Automatic Palletizing) 

Gate turnover Time=Production lead time=1100 seconds 

Operator time=1100*2=2200 seconds 

Number of operators=2 

TAKT TIME=75 

 

 

Appendix V Future State VSM for SA (Automatic Palletizing) 
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Appendix VI Future State VSM for RA 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*2 CT=69/LOT (2) 

Transport (Truck-New 

MHA) & receipt scan  

C/T= 38/LOT (2) 

Palletize  

C/T=40/LOT (2) 

Load strapping machine 

CT=40/LOT (2) 

 

 

Incoming 

daily 
 

40 pallets / LU 

 

Suppliers 

2 pallets 

 

 20 secs 

 

 
40 pallets / 0 sec  

0 sec 

Unloading RACK Future 

Gate turnover time=69*20=1380 seconds 

Production Lead Time=92*20=1840 seconds 

Operator time=69*2*20=2760 seconds 

FIFO Lane Length=10 pallets 

TAKT TIME=75 seconds 

Number of operators=2 persons 

 

 
2 pallets 

 

 0 sec 

 
MAX 10 pallets 

 FIFO LANE 
Strapping 

CT=92/LOT (2) 

 

Racks  

 

FIFO 

LAN

E 



 

 

Appendix VII Part of the Coordinates Table 

3149 3149 3149 9349 9349 9349 15549 15549 15549 21749 21749 21749

90929 788-1 787-1 786-1 785-1 784-1 783-1 782-1 781-1

87829 788-2 787-2 786-2 785-2 784-2 783-2 782-2 781-2

84729 788-3 787-3 786-3 785-3 784-3 783-3 782-3 781-3

81629 788-4 787-4 786-4 785-4 784-4 783-4 782-4 781-4

78529 788-5 787-5 786-5 785-5 784-5 783-5 782-5 781-5

75429 788-6 787-6 786-6 785-6 784-6 783-6 782-6 781-6

72329 788-7 787-7 786-7 785-7 784-7 783-7 782-7 781-7

69229 788-8 787-8 786-8 785-8 784-8 783-8 782-8 781-8

66129 788-9 787-9 786-9 785-9 784-9 783-9 782-9 781-9

63029 788-10 787-10 786-10 785-10 784-10 783-10 782-10 781-10

59929 788-11 787-11 786-11 785-11 784-11 783-11 782-11 781-11

56829 788-12 787-12 786-12 785-12 784-12 783-12 782-12 781-12

53729 788-13 787-13 786-13 785-13 784-13 783-13 782-13 781-13

50629 788-14

49718

39447

47529 788-15

45646 788-16 787-14 786-14 785-14 784-14 783-14 782-14 781-14

42546 788-17 787-15 786-15 785-15 784-15 783-15 782-15 781-15

39447

29124

39447 788-18 787-16 786-16 785-16 784-16 783-16 782-16 781-16

36347 788-19 787-17 786-17 785-17 784-17 783-17 782-17 781-17

33247 788-20 787-18 786-18 785-18 784-18 783-18 782-18 781-18

30147 788-21 787-19 786-19 785-19 784-19 783-19 782-19 781-19

X coord.

Y Coord.
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Appendix VIII Part of the Route-Distance Table 
GateNo. X-coord Location1 Location2 Location3 Location9 Location10 Gate to SILO in Gate to SILO out Sum(M)

420 269666 574701 574701 975501 172967 339734 4060760 0 7323.24

421 263466 556101 556101 956901 166767 327334 3936760 0 7162.04

422 257266 537501 537501 938301 160567 314934 3812760 0 7000.84

423 251066 518901 518901 919701 154367 302534 3688760 0 6839.64

424 244866 500301 500301 901101 148167 290134 3564760 0 6678.44

425 238666 481701 481701 882501 141967 277734 3440760 0 6517.24

426 232466 463101 463101 863901 135767 265334 3316760 0 6356.04

445 114667 341334 341334 510504 132378 270956 960780 0 4112.16

446 108467 359934 359934 491904 138578 283356 836780 0 4062.56

447 102267 378534 378534 473304 144778 295756 712780 0 4012.96

448 96067 397134 397134 454704 150978 308156 588780 0 3963.36

449 89867 415734 415734 436104 157178 320556 464780 0 3913.76

450 83667 434334 434334 417504 163378 332956 340780 0 3864.16

451 77467 452934 452934 398904 169578 345356 441540 0 3814.56

452 71267 471534 471534 380304 175778 357756 565540 0 3764.96

453 65067 490134 490134 361704 181978 370156 689540 0 3715.36

454 58867 508734 508734 343104 188178 382556 813540 0 3665.76

455 52667 527334 527334 324504 194378 394956 937540 0 3616.16

456 46467 545934 545934 305904 200578 407356 1061540 0 3566.56

457 40267 564534 564534 287304 206778 419756 1185540 0 3516.96

458 34068 583131 583131 268707 212977 432154 1309520 0 3467.37

459 27868 601731 601731 250593 219177 444554 1433520 0 3420.52

460 21668 620331 620331 269193 225377 456954 1557520 0 3581.72

461 15468 638931 638931 287793 231577 469354 1681520 0 3742.92

462 9268 657531 657531 306393 237777 481754 1805520 0 3904.12  


